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PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION.

The growth of the mouse fancy is reflected in the number of

editions througli which " Fancy ?\Iice " has passed. The
original book, by an author wlio hid his identity under the

nom de -plume of "An Old Fancier," was a very slender

volume, in which was described several of the varieties

familiar to us at the present day, as well as some which are

not now recognised.

Some time after the publication of the first edition, Dr. C.

Carter Blake, lecturer on comparative anatomy and zoology

at Westminster Hospital, wrote to The Bazaar an interest-

ing letter challenging some of the statements of "An Old
Fancier " on various points in connection with breeding and
management. This letter was re-published in subsequent

editions, and greatly added to the value of the book.

After the establishment of mouse shows the fourth edition

was brought up to date by the addition of an appendix, which
included sections by Mrs. Leslie Williams on Fancy Mice
for Exhibition, Spiny and Waltzing Mice, and Diseases.

The fancy has made such marked advances of recent years that

the successful breeding of prize mice has become almost a

scientific study. An endeavour has, therefore, been made in

the present volume to collect together and bring forward in

consecutive form the best information of the early authorities



Preface.

in conjunction with tlie results of the modern scientific experi-

ments in colour breeding and heredity which have been

carried out with these animals.

It is hoped that " Fancy Mice " in its new form may prove

of interest to some of the older breeders and of assistance to

beginners, and that it will be the means of adding fresh

recruits to one of the most interesting of the smaller branches

of the fancy.

April, igi2. C. J. Davies.
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FANCY MICE.

CHAPTER I.

Origin and Natural History.

There is no mystery or uncertainty with regard to the

ancestry of fancy mice. All naturalists and educated

fanciers alike believe that domesticated mice are descended

from the Common House Mouse {Mits musculus), which is a

familiar object in almost all the inhabited parts of the globe.

In addition to the similarity of their appearance, structure,

and habits, proof of the source of origin of the subject of

this book is forthcoming in the facts that fancy mice breed

freely with the wild House !Mouse and the progeny are fer-

tile ;
" reversionary " fancy mice resemble wild House Mice

;

wild mice are known occasionally to throw albino young

;

male fancy and wild mice emit the same offensive smell.

There is, after all, nothing very extraordinary in the fact that

the ancestor of our numerous breeds of mice should be living

in our midst, for an animal so prolific is sure, sooner or later,

like all other wild animals, to throw varieties such as, say,

pigmentless or albino specimens ; their survival is assured

with the protection afforded by the walls of our abodes ; the

constant persecution to which these household pests are sub-

jected by man is certain to result at some time or another in

the trapping of one of these variants, which is kept as a

B
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curiosity and ultimately bred from; with the result that in

time a breed whicli resembles it is successfully established

in captivity.

When we touch upon the subject of the origin and intro-

duction of the House Mouse into these islands we are upon

less sure ground. Mus musculus, the Common House
Mouse, was, according to Flower and Lydekker in " Mam-
mals Living and Extinct," "originally a native of Asia,

whence it has spread to all the inhabited parts of the globe."

On the other hand, Lydekker, in Lloyd'.s Xatural History

(volume "British Mammals") throws doubt upon this state-

ment, for upon page 189 he says :

"That the species had not originally its present cosmo-
politan distribution, and that it has spread fari -passu with

the advance of Man, may be taken for granted. Which
country constituted its original home it seems, however, quite

impossible to decide. It has been frequently urged that the

Common ISIouse is a comparatively late immigrant into the

British Islands, but if palaeontologists are right in assign-

ing to it certain fossilised remains found in the Pleistocene

deposits of the Thames Valley and some of the English
caves, it is quite certain that this cannot be the case."

Fancy mice have been known in this country for a great

number of years, for Bell, in 1837 (" British Quadrupeds ")

mentions that :

" There are several varieties of the Common Mouse. One
of the most common, and which is perpetuated by breeding,
is the albino, which is frequently kept as a pet.

.4nother variety, which is said to be common in India, is the
Pied Mouse, the colours of which are brown and white."

Macgillivray, in the volume of " The Naturalists'
Library" dealing with "British Quadrupeds," published
a year later than the afore-mentioned, states that

:

"The colours (of Mus musculiis) vary considerably, some
individuals being much darker ; others with white hairs inter-

spersed. Individuals obtained in the fields are sometimes
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almost as beautifully coloured as the Wood Mouse, there

being much yellowish-brown on their upper parts, and their

lower being of a dull cream-colour. Albinos of a yellowish-

white colour, with pink eyes, sometimes occur, and a variety

of this kind, which is propagated unchanged, is kept as a

pet. A more beautiful variety, which some, however, con-

sider as a distinct species, with much softer fur, and of a

white colour patched with black, also propagates in confine-

ment, is extremely gentle, and will run over the person of

its patron, and eat from his hand. These pets often devour

their young, and are of very delicate constitution."

The House Mouse is almost too well known to need des-

cription. The head is tapering, and the muzzle very pointed ;

the eyes large, black, prominent and bright ; the ears large,

upright, thin, and rather transparent-looking. The neck is

short, the body full when the animal is in repose, slender

when extended, the legs of moderate length with delicate

almost hairless feet. The tail is almost half the length of

the head and body, naked-looking, except for a scale-like

covering, and sparse stiffish hairs. The general colour of

the mouse is greyish-brow.n on the upper parts, shading to

light yellowish grey under, the tail dusky grey.

Macgillivray gives the external dimensions as follows :

Inches. Lines.

Length to end of tail ... 6^ o

Length of tail ... ... 3 o

Length of head ... ... o 11

Length of ears ... ... o 5

These approximate very closely to the measurements of a

mouse in the writer's possession.

It may also interest the more scientific fanciers to trace

out the variations which have occurred under domestication

in the internal organs of their pets. The oesophagus of the

wild mouse is given by the above-mentioned authority as

I in. long; greatest diameter of the stomach nine-twelfths;

total length of intestines 21 in.

B 2
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Mus nnisculus is plantigrade behind, and uses the fore

feet to convey food to the mouth. There are five toes on the

hind feet, four on the fore feet. The dentition consists of

4 incisor and 12 molar teeth, unpreceded by milk teeth.

Vertebrae : cervical 7, dorsal 13, lumbar 6,

sacral 4, caudal 26-32.

Although it is impossible to discover the

average natural duration of life of a wild

mouse, fanciers know that their domesticated

descendants are extremely short-lived.

Professor Weismann gives the natural life

of a mouse as six years, but I think it is

very unusual for fanciers to find that their

pets live as long as this. The author of the

first edition of " Fancy Mice," who signed

himself "An Old Fancier," stated that

mice, if properly cared for, will live for two
or three years and then die of old age. He
added :

" They are, however, of little or no

use for breeding purposes after they are

two years old, but in that time they would
produce over a hundred young ones."

Another writer has stated that mice usually

begin to show signs of senile decay and get

out of coat when over 15 months old, and all experienced

breeders are unanimous in declaring that the show career of

the average specimen is of very short duration.

Everyone who has watched the House Mouse must have

been struck by its activity and agility. The feet are pecu-

liarly adapted for clinging, and in climbing the tail is con-

stantly used as a support and assistance. (Fig. i.)

Fig. I.— Foot of
House Mouse.



CHAPTER II.

Housing.

Mouse cages of several designs are procurable at most animal

dealers' shops. The commonest type is perhaps the shilling

box form cage with sleeping compartment at the left hand

end, then a run approached by a hole, followed by an

exercising wheel. These cages are as a rule condemned by

experienced fanciers for several reasons. To start with, the

Fig. 2.—Breeding- and Stock-Cage.

wheel is said to give the animals sore feet, and is only recom-

mended for the occasional use of mice with a propensity to

become unduly fat. Another disadvantage is, that in this

and all cages made on the rabbit hutch principle (Fig. 2),

the mice throw out their food and litter through the wires

on to the floor, and this is troublesome to an owner who prides

himself upon the neatness with which he keeps his pets.

Then the wheel cages will not stack one upon the other, which
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is an inconvenience to fanciers with limited space at their

disposal. Finally the shilling size is much too small for

fancy mice of ordinary size.

A more elaborate commercial cage, costing about 2/6, has a

removable glass front through which the mice can be watched,

two lidded nest boxes up aloft approached by ladders (which

are soon gnawed to pieces), and a wheel (which can be taken

out if desired) hung in the centre. There is a good deal to

be said in favour of these cages, for the mice can be seen well,

which always adds to the interest, they get plenty of exercise,

and they are safe from outside attacks. At the same time,

these cages are not very convenient for the owner to manipulate

when it is a question of attending to a large stock in as short

a time as possible ; they will not stack ; and they are com-

paratively expensive. They are to be recommended to the

owner of one or two pet mice rather than to the fancier who
intends to breed on a large scale and go in for exhibition.

H. J. Spiers, of Birmingham, supplies a cage of this type,

rather modified, for 3/6. The " Utility " cage, as it is

called, is i3in. long, i2in. high, and gin. deep,

and has a deep platform with a removable nest box placed at

one end of it. The front, instead of being glass, is closely

wired and opens as a door, and there is also a lid. The mice
can be seen well in this cage, but as in the case of all wire-

fronted types, the inmates scatter their food about, and it

is an improvement to make a piece of glass, say 6in.

in height, slide into grooves across the front inside the Avire

door. This also prevents a shower of sawdust when the

door is opened. When the whole front of a cage is made
to open, some skill is sometimes required to prevent the escape
of mice, or their injury by squeezing when opening and
shutting the door.

The third commercial type, and the one in most general
use by fanciers, is the flat wire-topped cage (Fig. 3) which
has a lidded sleeping compartment and a door at the end of
the run for cleaning out and feeding purposes. This cage
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is usually made in three sizes, at 6d., is., and 2S., and the

sixpenny size (about iiin. by 6in. by 3in.) does
very well for single bucks, while the shilling size (not less

than i2in. by 7-lin. by 4in.) is suitable for breeding pairs or

a brace of youngsters.

These cages cannot, of course, be stacked ; the inmates
cannot be seen except from above, and the mice in them are

Fig. 3.— Fiat, Wire-topped Cage.

particularly open to the attacks of wild mice and rats. Many
years ago some prize mice belonging to the writer all had
their noses bitten off in the night by rats which entered the

outhouse and ran about on the top of cages of this type.

Apart from the disadvantages enumerated, however, these

cages are the most practical of the commercial class and are

the ones most in favour with experienced breeders. They
are to be recommended to those fanciers who require strong,

neat, inexpensive mouse cages with no serious disadvantages.

The chief essentials in a mouse cage are :

Sufficient space, say i2in. by 6in. floor area at least for a

breeding pair, and as much height as possible.

Conveniences for rapid and easy cleaning out.

Some form of sleeping box, not less than 4in. square,

and a light, airy run.

No wooden projections which can be gnawed.

Holes to nest boxes not under i^in. in diameter, and

preferably 2in.
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With these particulars in mind the fancier with a fondness

for carpentering may make himself excellent cages at a very

small cost.

As the basis, employ empty Fry's Cocoa boxes, Hudson's

Soap boxes, or something of similar type, which can be

purchased from a grocer for a nominal sum. These lidded

boxes can be made up with simply a piece of perforated zinc

tacked over a hole cut in one side or the lid ,; or a cage on

more elaborate lines can be attempted.

The writer has made up cocoa boxes in the following way

:

A square is cut in the lid, over which is tacked perforated

zinc. A narrow slip about lin. in width is cut from the

lower edge of the back side. This slip has a fine nail run

through one end of it to form a hinge when passed through

the bottom, through the slip, and into the side of the box.

This gives a narrow door for cleaning-out purposes. A
square hole is cut in the middle of the front side of the box,

at each side of and to the lower edge of which are nailed three

bits of grooved wood to hold a piece of glass to form a

window through which the mice can be watched. Photo-

graphic plates upon which have been taken poor or damaged
pictures make excellent plate glass windows of this sort when
cleaned in warm water, and will probably be willingly given

by a friend whose hobby is photography. All fasteners of

mouse cages can be made of twisted wire.

It is essential that mice be provided with a sleeping abode
if they are to remain sleek and glossy. In the home-made
class of cage already described a small lidded box with a

hole bored in one end forms the best possible nest box.

Moveable nest boxes can be removed for cleaning ; can be

replaced at small cost if gnawed or foul ; can be taken away
altogether if desired ; and provide something upon which the

mice can climb, and therefore tempt them to take exercise.

The writer would always recommend moveable nest boxes

in preference to partitioned-off areas in all cages if a choice

is possible.
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The cages already described are essentially cages for one

breeding pair or for a brace of mice.

It is necessary for the breeder to have in addition several

large cages to accommodate up to a dozen or more young mice

according to the size of the stud. There should be two stock

cages at least into which young bucks and does are segregated

at weaning time and in which they spend the first three or

four months of their lives. Some fanciers separate the young
mice into braces, and place them in ordinary breeding cages,

but a dozen in a large cage where each one gets the oppor-

tunity of taking plenty of exercise will thrive much better

than two in a confined space, and it is also much less trouble

to attend to twelve mice in one large cage than to this number
segregated out into several small cages.

Stock cages, measuring 2ft. each way, provided with

a window and a removable nest box, 6in. to Sin. square,

make a grand nursery in which a dozen young mice

will develop to the best advantage. It is important to pro-

vide a window through which young mice can see and be

seen or they will grow up so shy as to stand small chance of

gaining a prize or finding a purchaser when they make their

first appearance on the show bench.

Large stock cages are also useful for the temporary housing

of a buck and several does, the latter being removed to

separate abodes as they show signs of being in young.

Perforated zinc is the best material which the fancier can

use in the construction of mouse cages as it is cheap, is easily

cut to any shape and tacked over ventilation holes, and is as

easily removed undamaged from a soiled cage and used

elsewhere. It is also invaluable when cut into small strips

for tacking to projections which are likely to be gnawed.
Young mice cannot get through it, and are safe beneath it

from the attacks of their cannibalistic wild relatives.

Some fanciers u.se wire gauze in the construction of their

cages, but it is apt to fray at the edges and is not so generally

useful as perforated zinc. If barred wire fronts are
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preferred as looking neater and showing tlie mice better, then

it is important to see that the parallel wires are placed not

further than five-sixteenths of an inch apart. A suitable

gauge of wire is No. 17.

A zinc tray to the floor of the run is a refinement which,

although not absolutely necessary, is useful and convenient.

If this is not used, it is a good plan to paint the floor and

sides of a new cage for about an inch up (but not the entire

interior) with two or three coats of a good oil paint, as this

prevents the soft wood of which the commercial cages are

made absorbing moisture, which will result in an unpleasant

odour which no amount of soap and water can completely

eradicate.

The careful breeder, who takes a pride in the neatness and

hygienic conditions under which his pets are kept, will

once annually paint the interior of each of his cages with

Hall's Sanitary Distemper, outside quality.

The entire lining of a cage with metal to prevent gnawing

is not recommended, as it prevents thorough disinfection,,

and also provides a harbourage for insects between the wood-

work and the lining.

When mice are sent to a show, they have to be despatched'

in a show cage, in which they are exhibited. Several pat-

terns of show cages have at times been introduced, but the

cage which is at present used by almost all fanciers, and

which is compulsory at club shows, is the Maxey pattern

show cage (Fig. 4), invented by the gentleman of that name
when Honorary Secretary of the National Mouse Club.

The cage is specially designed for an easy viewing of its.

occupant, and is, in common with all other types, fitted with

an automatic food store. The cage has no sleeping box, but

has a lid which can be closed at night or when the cage is

travelling. It must be noted, however, that the inventor does
not recommend that the cage be sent bv rail without a travel-

ling box, and he has designed outer cases to hold two or four
of the Maxev show cages.
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The cost of a Maxey show cage, enamelled two coats in

club colours—signal red inside, light emerald green outside

—colours which suit all varieties of mice—is about zs. 6d.,

and a travelling box to hold two costs an additional is. gd.

They are said to be strong and well made and "practically

Maxey Show Cage.

everlasting " at the price, and the same cannot always be said

of cheaper cages.

Controversy has always raged around the subject of nest

boxes in show cages. The Wild show cage' (Fig. 5), which

about fifteen years ago was the popular type, was fitted with

a sleeping box with a wire door which could be used to shut

the mouse in or out of the nest. The writer found these

cages quite satisfactory, but fanciers of greater experience,

who no doubt exhibited much more frequently, seem to have
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had at times unfortunate experiences, such as that of a mouse

getting shut out and acquiring a fatal chill, or of getting

shut in and dying of starvation.

There is certainly a great deal to be said on both sides of

the question. The public who pay for admission to a mouse

show desire, and are presumably entitled, to see the exhibits

and not rows of apparently empty cages. If nest boxes are

The Wild Show Cage, with Nest Box.

provided the mice will undoubtedly spend the day in them.

On the other hand, the average fancy mouse accustomed to a

more or leas equable temperature is likely to suffer from,

exposure in a chilly hall or public building when deprived

of the warm nest to which it has been accustomed. The
advocates of the open show cage put chaff at the bottom of

the cage. This affords neither warmth nor foothold, and
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the animals, besides being liable to become chilled, are sub-

jected to much bumping and knocking about in the course of

a railway journey. Other exhibitors effect a compromise by
partially filling the Maxey type of cage with hay into which

the mouse can burrow. The mouse travels warmly and com-
fortably, but the hay quite defeats the object of an easy

viewing of the exhibit by the general public.

In spite of the undoubted and acknowledged drawbacks,

the writer is certainly in favour of some kind of nest box in

the show cage, for it is both inhumane and risky to expose

a warmth-loving animal, such as the subject of this book, to

sudden changes of temperature without any suitable pro-

tection whatever, and to a great deal of knocking about. A
mouse requires support and foothold in its cage when travel-

ling, and warmth in winter when it arrives at its destination,

neither of which the one-compartment cage sprinkled with a

handful of chaff affords it.

The National Mouse Club endeavours to secure uniformity

in the way in which exhibits are staged so that all may be

put on an equal footing. It is therefore almost compulsory

that the novice exhibitor should secure the Maxey type of

cage in which to exhibit his stock. A mouse will stand small

chance of a prize, and will perhaps be refused admission

altogether, if sent in a cage of a very unorthodox pattern.

The mouse-keeper's responsibilities do not entirely end

with the provision of cages in which to keep his stock. The
cages have to be housed somewhere, and it is not always easy

to find a really suitable place. A breeding stud of mice

cannot, even under the most favourable circumstances, be

kept entirely free from smell. If only two or three mice are

kept as pets the novice is advised to buy does, which are quite

free from unpleasant odour and can be kept anywhere. If

one or more bucks form part of the stock, however, the

animals must be kept in some place where they are not

obnoxious to non-fancier friends and relations or likely

to bring the hobby into disrepute.
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As long as the mouNt-iv ib dry, fre-e from draughts, and
' moderately warm in winter and cool in summer, the animals

will thrive. iNlice soon succumb if exposed in small cages

to severe cold, draughts or damp. If the owner has only a

cold outhouse in which to keep his pets, then he must enlarge

his cages and substitute foot square boxes in place of the

little flat-topped commercial breeding cages generally used.

When mice can get sufficient exercise they seem to thrive

under circumstances which will soon prove fatal to their more
closely-confined brethren.

An empty attic makes an excellent place in which to keep
the mouse cages provided wild mice are kept down by per-

petual trapping. " Little Nipper" mousetraps, baited with
whole oats pierced through the centre of the husk with a

Fig. 6.—Cleaning Scraper.

small bradawl and then threaded on the bait spike, will soon
rid a house of House Mice.

If a mousery has to be erected, almost any of the portable
houses of good quality which are sold as outhouses can be
adapted to their needs. A few shehes or a table for the

cages, and some receptacles for food, sawdust, &:c., is all

the furniture needed. Biscuit tins will hold the grain, the

sawdust can be kept in a sack or box, and the hay in a bag.
A small scraper, such as is sold for cleaning out bird

cages (see Fig. 6), is equally useful in the mousery, and
some penny glass bird-seed jars will be required to hold moist
food when this is given.

It is always a good plan to place mouse cages a few inches
away from outside walls, whether these be of wood (which
is perhaps thin) or masonry (which is perhaps damp).
Indeed, if the cages are stood on a table or platform in the
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middle of the building the mice will be in the safest position,

and if the legs of the table are set well in under the top so

that it overlaps them by at least a couple of inches, instead

of being set at each corner, wild mice will have a difficulty

in getting up to, and running over the cages.



CHAPTER III.

Feeding and General Management.

Although the House Mouse probably exists on a dietary as

varied as it is nutritious, it is found in practice that mice in

captivity thrive best on food of the simplest description.

It is improbable that the natural food of Mus musculus is

precisely similar lo that of the Long-tailed Field Mouse,

Mus sylvaticus, although previous writers have endeavoured

to draw a comparison between the two. At the same time

it is only fair to state that both thrive upon a similar simple

diet in captivity.

There seems to be some difference of opinion as to whether

the domesticated descendants of the House Mouse lay up

stores of food in their burrows. " An Old Fancier," in the

first edition of " Fancy Mice," states that " so far as we
have been able to ascertain they make no stores of food

against a rainy day." Dr. Carter Blake afterwards criti-

cised this statement in The Bazaar, said that he had found

such deposits in the nest of a mouse in a London bedroom,

and mentioned that his fancy mice hoarded as much food as

they could before their cages were cleaned.

My own experience of fancy mice is that they do not store up

food to any extent, if at all. Field Mice, on the other hand,

invariably do so, systematically carrying surplus material of

every description and placing it in one corner of their sleep-

ing box. Maybe fancy mice have partially lost the instinct

in captivity, and it is exhibited as an active or reversionary
trait in certain individuals only. It is suggestive, however,
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that none of the natural histories in the writer's library

allude, among their rather meagre details, to a hoarding
habit as characteristic of Mus 7nusculus, although they all

mention it as a salient peculiarity of the Field Mouse.
It is difficult to conceive what mice can live upon in the

walls of a house unless insects enter largely into their dietary.

That they feed upon grain of all kinds their presence in

stack and granary sufficiently proves ; and their thieving

propensities where cheese, candles, and other domestic
articles are concerned is suggestive of carnivorous ten-

dencies.

As already stated, food of the simplest description is best

for fancy mice. Of all the cereals, canary seed suits them
best as the staple diet, but as this grain is comparatively

expensive, breeders help it out by making a mixture of canary

seed, millet and oats.

A mixture of i quart oats, \ pint canary seed, i pint

white millet, is an excellent stock mixture of which each adult

mouse will require probably about one tablespoonful daily.

It is impossible to give very precise details of quantities

because no two animals will consume a similar amount; but

no more grain should be given than is thoroughly cleared up
in the twenty-four hours, and the sprouting of cereals

upon the heap of mouse-cage cleanings is a sure sign of

overfeeding.

If the mice are fed twice daily the grain is best given in

the evening to amuse and sustain them during the dark hours

of their greatest activity. In the morning a little soft food

can be given with advantage. A piece of stale bread about

the size of a hazel nut, which has been allowed to soak for a

time in skim milk, placed in a glass pan, can be given for

breakfast on five days of the week to each animal, and on
the other two days a soaked morsel of some good dog food

or biscuit, or a piece of Osborne biscuit, will serve to provide

all that the mice require in the way of moisture and animal

food. Both sugar and salt are apt to disagree with mice,

c
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and an undue amount of animal food makes them smell

strongly, so that the rich sweetened dog food and biscuits

must be used judiciously and not be overdone.

A morsel of apple, pear, carrot or mangold-wurtzel in the

winter, and some grass (especially the flower and seed heads)

and dandelion leaves, shepherd's purse, &c., in summer,

should not be omitted in small quantities every second or third

day. Great quantities of green food, given at long intervals,

will cause the mice to scour, but nothing but benefit results

from a varied dietary in which it is regularly included.

If the mice are fed twice daily and the soft food is given

in the morning, the dirty pans can be removed in the evening

and thoroughly washed when the grain is served out.

Scrupulous cleanliness is the most important point in mouse

management because nothing causes death more quickly than

sour, decomposed food.

For show mice a pinch of linseed given to each one daily

with the other grain is to be strongly recommended, for there

is nothing to equal it for putting a gloss on the coat. Hemp
seed is too heating for ordinary use and should not be given.

It is to be feared that many fanciers are very neglectful

of the cleanliness of their mouse cages. If the animals are

to be kept as free from smell as possible and their cages in

a sanitary and non-verminous condition every alternate day is

none too often to clean out the runs, while the nest should

be renewed once a week.

This cleaning-out process is not a very serious undertaking

if a bird-cage scraper or old knife is used, and the entire

debris of husks, sawdust, &c., is scraped out into a lard

bucket or some such receptacle in which it can be removed
to the refuse heap.

Some sawdust should always be sprinkled on the bare floor

of each cage (and in the nest box when this is cleaned out)

to absorb moisture. Deal or "pine" sawdust is the best,

and it must be dry. The dust from most other woods is less

absorbent, often full of natural moisture, and lacks the
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turpentine which makes "pine" sawdust so valuable. Some
fanciers recommend Sanitas sawdust mixed with an equal

quantity of ordinary sawdust, but this is a comparatively

expensive refinement, and much the same result can be got by
sprinkling common sawdust with crude Sanitas. It is cer-

tainly desirable to use a deodorizer, especially in the bucks'

cages. If it is impossible to get suitable sawdust bran makes
an indifferent substitute.

The nest boxes must be furnished with a wisp of good
quality hay. It must be dry, free from mould or dust, and
must not contain thistles or thorns. When hay is suggested

for bedding purposes people often think that any damaged
stuff will do. As a matter of fact the mice eat many of the

flower heads and herbs which are present in a wisp, and they

bite up the stems and make them into a compact and soft nest.

Hence a good deal of mould and dust if present is swallowed,

and no doubt accounts for many mysterious cases of lung

trouble.

Years ago it used to be the fashion to give mice cotton

wool or flock for their beds. Apart from the expense,

neither of these materials is at all suitable for the purpose.

The animals have been known to swallow some of the cotton

wool with fatal results ; and in the writer's experience the

does bedded on it never make a proper nest and lose all their

young.

There is nothing to equal, much less excel, hay for a bed,

and to use it is probably to make an approach to natural

conditions, which is always satisfactory. If it is impossible

to get good hay, then oat straw might be tried ; but barley

straw should never be used.

It is a good plan to make it a rule to wash in hot water,

dry, and colour-wash each cage at least once a year. This

operation will probably have to take place when a cage falls

empty, but the early autumn, after the breeding season is

over, is the most suitable time for a thorough renovation.

With hot water, carbolic soap, a tooth brush, and a paintbrush

c 2
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every corner can be reached. The cage should then be

rinsed and set on one side to dry.

When dry it should be painted inside with Hall's Sanitary

Distemper or with whitewash made as follows : Take a lump

of whitening large enough to fill a half-pint tumbler, and a

handful of some powder form of disinfectant
;

place in a

bucket and cover with water overnight. Next morning, pour

off the water carefully and beat up the creamy material which

is left with a stick. Place loz. of size in a little water on the

fire and stir till melted, adding more water if it is too thick.

Stir all the ingredients together, and the whitewash is ready

for application with a suitable brush. No mouse must be

introduced until the cage is thoroughly dry.

Some fanciers paint the insides of the cages, but as mois-

ture is apt to condense on the paint on the lid of the nest

box and other places this is not to be recommended, though

it is a most excellent plan to paint the floor and sides of a new

cage for an inch up.

The gnawing of the cages is prevented by painting a little

paraffin oil on the spot.

If a piece of fresh ash or hazel stick with the bark on is

given to the mice occasionally they wiJI obtain much amuse-

ment and benefit to themselves and their teeth in biting it up.



CHAPTER IV.

Breeding and Hybridisation.

As it is always advisable to keep as few bucks as possible,

fanciers frequently make a habit of running several does (up

to about six) with one suitable buck, removing each doe to

a separate cage when she appears to be in young.

A pair of mice kept together in the same cage will breed

successfully and bring up litters, but it is a wasteful method
to keep a buck for every doe when the latter will bring up
her young as well or better alone. An average of about one

buck to every six to ten does is sufficient according to the

frequency with which litters are expected to follow one

another.

Although it has been stated that mice can be bred success-

fully by putting a buck and several does into a large cage

with a sufficient number of nest boxes and leaving them to

Nature, and although mice are sometimes thus bred in the

hands of dealers, the proportion reared is very small, and
such promiscuous methods are not to be recorrmiended to the

earnest fancier. The trouble lies in the destruction of the

litters by jealous does, and I think every breeder of experience

will agree that in all cases where a rapid multiplication is

desired the only certain system is to isolate each doe in a cage

by herself. On the other hand, to those whose hobby it is to

study rather than to breed mice, nothing can be prettier or

more interesting than a cageful of selfs, each mouse a dif-

ferent colour, and no present could be more acceptable or

^nstructi^•e to an animal-loving child than one of this
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description. If the large breeders made it a speciality to

supply suitable cages containing such collections they might

find a new and profitable source of disposal of surplus stock.

Nothing valuable is likely to be bred in this promiscuous

way ; rather indeed would one expect to get a large pre-

ponderance of "wasters."

Apart from the special selection of stock for colour

breeding—a branch which will be dealt with in subsequent

chapters—selection must be made among the breeding stock

for certain points essential to all varieties of exhibition mice.

The whole success in breeding depends upon the judicious

selection of the right mates. If the parents possess the

qualities desired the majority of the descendants will inherit

them. The mouse fancier must always remember that if his

mice have not got the qualities required] no amount of in-

breeding will spontaneously produce those qualities. The
characters reproduced in the offspring are as a rule the

characters transmitted to them by their parents.

One of the most important points in all fancy mice is size.

A good exhibition mouse is sometimes nearly half as large

again as a wild one ; and the larger the individual is the more
likely it is. other things being equal, to get a first prize.

The largest variety is the Fawn, or Red as it is now called.

This variety is unique in that the members of the race have
an extraordinary tendency to become unduly fat. If very

podgy and shapeless they stand no chance on the show bench,

but if of very good colour, as the fattest often are, and of
fair shape, they are certainly worth exhibiting. Yellow mice
are also unprolific compared to other varieties and seldom
produce more than two or three voung in a litter.

Albinos run the Fawn mice close in point of size, and the
smallest races of all are the Dutch-marked and Brokens.

It seems to be \ery generally thought among fanciers that
size is a matter of feeding rather than anything more obscure.
Correct feeding will, of course, enable an animal to attain
the full growth of which it is capable; underfed animals.
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generally bear a stunted or attenuated look, a large head
betokening the fact that the muscles have not reached the

full development which was possible. It cannot be too
strongly insisted upon, however, that neither a great amount
of food nor the most cleverly balanced ration will turn an
animal which is naturally small into a large one. Size is a
matter of heredity, and large parents will be more likely to

produce large young than small ones. The breeder must
have one of the parents at least of large size if he desires to

establish a strain of big mice ; it is impossible to gain this end
by breeding from tiny specimens.

In choosing breeding stock, then, an endeavour should be
made to get mice which measure at least vin. from nose to end
of tail, and more if possible.

A pied tail is a bad fault in any self-coloured mouse and
should never be allowed in the breeding stock. Mice with

good thick tails should always be chosen, as a stout tail is a

sign of a good constitution.

Some fancy mice have small sunken eyes in place of the

large, prominent, bright eyes which are such a striking

characteristic of their wild ancestor. This fault is due
mainly to want of selection and is soon eliminated if no mice
with this bad class of eye are bred from. Again, the ears

should be large, tulip-shaped, and prominent, not small and
flat, which gives their owner a very unalert and dowdy
appearance. The head should be neither short and thick

nor too pointed and snipy ; a happy medium is the ideal to

aim at.

Mice should not be paired together unless they are fairly

mature and in perfect coat and condition. It is obvious that

frowsy, rough-looking individuals are in a state unfit for

reproduction even if they be actually free from specific

disease. The healthy mouse is bright-eyed, active, sleek, and
glossy, and when in good condition is exceedingly prolific.

The period of gestation in mice is nineteen to twenty-one

days, not twelve days as has been so constantly stated. A
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doe running with other mice should be separated at least a

week before her litter is due into a clean, dry breeding cage

with fine hay in the nest box. This hay she will form into a

nest, and it should not be disturbed until the young are seen

to leave it. Some fanciers give wool, fur, or canary nesting

material to the doe wherewith to make her nest, but this is

not absolutely necessary.

The young mice are born in an exceedingly immature con-

dition—naked, deaf, and blind—but they grow rapidly. A
doe sometimes destroys her young. This is probably as

often as not due to thirst, but as a general rule, especially

if supplied every morning for a few days with rather moist

bread soaked in water, she will attend carefully enough to

her offspring.

If it is desired to look at the newborn young, a time should

be chosen when the doe is out feeding, and the nest should

be very carefully opened with a piece of stick, and as care-

fully closed again. It is never safe, unless the character

of the doe is well known, to touch the nest or the young with

the hand; any examination at all, in fact, during the first

few days is risky. Some idea of colour and markings can

be got on the fifth day when the hair is visible ; it is advisable,

however, to wait until the eighth day to make a selection.

Mis-marked, poor-coloured, and very small females, and all

second-rate and superfluous males, should now be removed
and drowned so as to relieve the mother and give everv chance

to the survivors.

The mice open their eyes on the thirteenth day, and three

or four days later will begin to leave the nest. The nest

box should now be thoroughly cleaned out and a fresh bed
given. It is a good plan to crush the seed for a day or two,

more especially if the bulk of it takes the form of whole
oats. This, with an increased supply of bread-and-milk, will

get them on nicely.

At four weeks old the young bucks should be taken away
and put together into a cage by themselves or with other
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bucks ot approximately the same age. They will thence-

forward live in harmony until fully matured. The young
does may be left with the dam for another couple of week.s

or so if desired before being segregated into a cage by them-
selves. This policy must be reversed, however, if a matured
buck is running with the doe. Young bucks and does, if

left together, will probably mate at about eight weeks old
;

at the same age a young buck will breed with a mature doe ;

but a mature buck will sometimes mate with young does of

only six or seven weeks old.

The mother will breed again very quickly if running

with a buck ; if, however, she has brought up her litter

alone, .she can be mated as soon as the last of her

young is removed. Four litters a year is enough for a doe

to rear; a rest should be given during the autumn (September

to December).

The average number of young in a litter will probably be

found to be about five.

Many fanciers breed from young mice when they are three

months old, but as they grow a good deal after this age it

is advisable, especially in the case of specimens born in

the later periods of the year, to wait until they are

four months old. The House Mouse seems to breed chiefly

during the spring months, and I am inclined to think that

its fecundity under natural conditions has been somewhat

over-rated.

Female fancy mice can be put to live together in the same

cage at any time. If they quarrel a little at first the disputes

are not as a rule serious and the animals soon settle down.

Adult males, on the other hand, must be housed separately,

for, if put together, they will fight to the death. As already

mentioned, young males of the same litter if never

separated from birth may live together for some time, the

precise period depending upon the time of year and

their state of maturity. When they begin to fight they must

be separated, and this is likely to occur at an earlier period
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in the springtime and summer than among mice born later

in the year.

Healthy mire are not necessarily spoilt for exhibition

by being bred from, and it is often convenient to take

a litter from a young doe before she appears on the show

bench.

Mice begin to lose their baby coats when about eight weeks

old and are not fully moulted until about three months old.

At about six months old, according to a leading breeder, they

go through a second moult.

As to the feeding of the young stock, the class of dietary

outlined for adults in the chapter on Feeding is all

that is required to bring these animals to the highest

perfection.

A good deal of controversy has raged at times around the

subject of the hybridisation of mice, and as the matter is one

of importance and interest to both naturalists and fanciers,

it is perhaps advisable to treat it at some length.

In the first edition of " Fancy Mice," the author stated

that " the Long-tailed Field !Mouse . . . serves well to

strengthen a strain of fancy mice which has been debilitated

by much in-and-in breeding." This assertion was after-

wards withdrawn on the criticism of Dr. Carter Blake, but

it has nevertheless been the basis of much difference of

opinion and no little experiment e\er since among those

interested in the Mouse Fancv.
The Long-tailed Field Mouse or Wood Mouse, Mus syl-

vaiiciis, differs markedly in structure, appearance, and habits

from Mui miisctdus. The following table gives some of the

comparative measurements, made bv the writer, of a Fancy
Mouse, a House Mouse, and a Field Mouse.

External Measurements.

Male Field Mouse. Male House Mouse.
Length of head and body 4 inches 3 inches 5 lines.
Length of head i inch 2 lines 11 lines.
Length of ear 6 lines 5 lines.
Length of tail 3 inches 2 lines 2 inches 8 lines.
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Skull Measurements (all Males).

Field Mouse. House Mouse. Fawn Fancy Mouse.
Length of skull i inch lo lines ii lines.

Breadth across

frontal bones 2 lines i^ lines i^ lines.

Breadth across

parietal bones 6 lines 5 lines 5 lines.

Breadth across

zygomatic arch 5 lines 5 lines 6 lines.

In addition to .skeletal differences, the Long-tailed Field

Mouse is a very different-looking creature to animals of the

musculus tribe, and it may be mentioned forthwith that the

illustrations in Bell and some of the other older natural

histories do not in the least show the peculiarities of shape

which most strike one when watching the Field Mouse in

captivity.

The Field Mouse has enormous and prominent bright black

eyes—eyes which in most specimens seem relatively larger

:5^
Fig. 7.—The Shape of Head of (A) Field Mouse, and (B) Albino

Fancy Mouse.

than those of a House Mouse. Its skull is decidedly arched

when viewed in profile, as the accompanying sketches made
from living animals as they ran about plainly show. The
mouse is either of a decidedly reddish-brown colour (sug-

gestive of the colour of a hare more than anything else) or of

a greyer shade, with a white belly like a rabbit or hare. The
writer used to capture two apparently distinct varieties of

Field Mouse, the larger and redder coming from a coppice,

the smaller and greyer from the adjacent open fields. Both
had the characteristic yellow mark between the fore legs, and
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it is not improbable that the greyer mice were immature

specimens of the same race.

The Field Mouse is much longer on the leg and racier-

looking than a House Mouse; indeed, with its arched back

and comparative slenderness and length it suggests itself to

the fancier as the Belgian Hare of the Mouse tribe.

The Field Mouse is said to differ from the House Aiousc

in having two pectoral mammae.
According to Lloyd's Natural History, the period of ges-

tation of the Field Mouse is the same as that of the House

Mouse, viz., about three weeks. In i88i- an account was

given in the " Zoologist" by Mr. R. M. Harrington of the

breeding habits of Field Mice which he had in captivity. One
captive female gave birth to a litter when about 5^ months

old, and she bred further litters at intervals respectively of

24 days, 24 days, 23 days, producing from March 7th to

May 17th, in four litters, a total of thirteen young. Another

female gave birth to young at intervals of 29 and 23 days,

producing five young in each of three consecutive litters.

It has not been the writer's good fortune to succeed in

getting Field Mice to breed in captivity, and a pair given

away when last heard of more than a year later had proved

equally unprolific.

From the particulars given, it is only reasonable to con-

clude that if the Long-tailed Field Mouse crosses with the

fancy mouse as readily as some fanciers would have us believe

it does we should expect to find some of its well-marked
characteristics among its descendants. It should be added
that fanciers who believe in the possibility of the cross assume
absolute fertility of the hybrids and their descendants.
A well-known fancier, Mr. Atlee, whose exhibits were

always noted for their bold eyes and fine size, is one of those
who believes he owes the superior qualities of his stock to an
alien cross. He gave an account in " Fur and Feather." a

year or two ago, of how his hybrids were produced, and I

venture to quote the most important points. Mr. Atlee
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says : "I have kept fancy mice upwards of fifty-two years,

but only in the year 1893 did I take them up seriously with

the idea of trying to get something new. At that time I

found that I had only five black-and-white does, and these

I wished to pair with sandy-looking wild bucks musculus.

I had no thought what I should get from this cross, but how-
ever, chance altered everything, for about three days after-

wards there came into my back kitchen a mouse of the

following description : It was a fine mouse, somewhat larger

than musculus, its head was very ratlike, and rather large

in proportion to its bodv, its eyes were round and bold, a

little larger than usual in wild mice, but not so large as the

short-tailed variety so common here. (Note : Voles caught

by the writer have always had comparatively small, and not

very prominent, eyes.) It had a long tapered tail which

readily skinned on the slightest touch ; its colour was brown-

ticked on back, if blown aside the under-colour an opaque

blue, belly colour the same also. I can vouch for this being

a true and definite description of the mouse that was mated

to my does. It occurred in this way : Having secured the

mouse in the kitchen, so that it could not possibly escape,

I did not handle it in any way at the time nor excite it, but

just simply turned three of the does loose with him for one

night only, and in due season the does presented me with

nineteen youngsters, all very much like the father in colour,

but more proportioned in shape. I kept a pair and destroyed

all the rest, which I after regretted. In breeding from this

pair, I always found a white foot or tail on every one, and

knowing the does were black-and-white bred for some time I

was not likely to be troubled with pink eyes, for I am dis-

gusted with it, otherwise than in albino mice. . . From
the white toe and tail I struck out two different ways, one to

get true Agoutis, and the other to get black-eyed white ; to get

the latter, pairing most white to most white each generation

until I bred the wild colour right out. Sometimes I found a

little pink shade in the eye, but never a pink eye from first to
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last all the years I bred them, and I never introduced any

strange blood. In breeding for the Agouti, many beautiful

varieties appeared, such as blue roan and red roan ; from these

came the variegated, which I bred on, the other I dropped out,

not being able to work them all. As it was, I had to breed

thousands in order to avoid inbreeding, and it took over four

years to breed black-eyed white."

The systematic fancier on reading this account will agree,

I think, that the methods adopted were hardly such as to

warrant the assertion of an undoubted Mus sylvaiicus cross.

On the other hand the evidence, such as it is, points to the

probability of a cross with Mus musculus. There is no proof

that a House Mouse had no access to the kitchen in which the

other mice were confined. The wild House Mouse crosses

freely with fancy mice when opportunity occurs, the young

we now certainly know as a rule resemble their wild parent

in colour, and the subsequent variation is just what is to be

expected in the descendants.

I believe Professor (then Mr.) Bateson went to see this

stock of mice of supposed hybrid descent and came to the

conclusion that the cross may have been made. At the same
time the mice he saw were reported on as structurally mus-

culus, and none of them possessed the long hind legs, the

two pectoral mammae, or any other structural feature char-

acteristic of M . sylvaiicus. In the possession of a large,

bold eye only did these mice resemble the Field Mouse, the

eye in some cases being larger than that of the average House
Mouse, although not so large as that of M. sylvaiicus.

That there is some variation in the size of the eye of Long-
tailed Field Mice is evidenced by the fact that out of eight

specimens caught alive one winter by the writer three had
very much larger and more prominent or " bolting " eyes than
the others.

Early in the pre.sent century a lady scientifically interested

in the colour varieties of mice is said to have got a litter

from a caged male M. sylvaiicus and an albino doe fancy
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mouse, but the latter ate the young. I have no particulars

as to the number of hybrids born, or how soon the litter

arrived after the mice were put together.

The present writer once embarked upon a series of

experiments undertaken with a view to endeavouring to secure

hybrids between various sorts of mice. On February 23rd a

small grey female Miis sylvaticus was captured in good con-

dition, and two days later was caged with a young mature

male fawn and white fancy mouse. The mice were seen to

apparently couple on February 26th, March nth, and on

April 30th, but no young were bred although the mice were

left together until July.

On February 25th a very fine male Long-tailed Field

Mouse of the red type was caught and was put the following

day into a large box cage with a young albino fancy doe.

These mice, like the other pair, seemingly lived on excellent

terms, but although thev remained together until July they

did not breed. Other pairs were put together but the unions

came to untimely ends for various reasons, so that the above-

mentioned two pairs were the only ones which remained

together for any length of time.

The results were, therefore, of an entirely negative

character, and although the experiments were too limited to

be of much value, they yet, perhaps, serve to show at any

rate that the breeding of hybrid mice is not an entirely simple

matter.

In another cage a male Spiny Mouse {Acantliomys Cakar-

ensis) lived throughout the breeding season with a female

albino fancy mouse and a female Field Mouse, but no young

were bred.

A large male Vole {Microius agrestis) lived from March

19th till April 1 6th (when he escaped) with a female fancy

mouse, but this union was equally unprolific.

As fancy mice become very fat when paired with wild

mice, anyone not very well acquainted with them might at

times easily think the females were in young. Although the
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wild mice did not exhibit the least shyness in captivity, but

left the nest regularly every morning soon after the cleaning

and feeding was done and allowed their owner to watch them

through the glass window of the cage, the fancy mice were

out first and generally consumed the best of the food. Their

consequent fatness might easily have misled one into thinking

they had paired and eventually that the young had been

devoured.

If further attempts are made to cross fancy mice and Mus
sylvaticus it would be advisable to utilise as a basis Field

Mice bred in captivity. These mice are not at all disposed to

breed under changed conditions, as other experimenters besides

the writer can testify, and it would be advisable to secure a

strain which has adapted itself sufficiently to the new life to

become reproductively active.

From the foregoing particulars it is apparent that there is

not one scrap of real evidence in favour of the possibility of

breeding hybrids between Mus musculus and M . sylvalicus.

There is not one living descendant with any one of the

striking characteristics of the latter species, nor is there one

breeder who can show a mouse which has been produced

under such circumstances as to preclude the possibility of

anything but a hybrid origin. It is not for the writer to say

on the strength of the limited data at present available that

the cross is impossible ; but it can definitely be said that it is

extremely rare—so rare and unlikely to occur, indeed, under

either artificial or natural conditions, that it must be dismissed

from the minds of breeders as a method of improvement

which is within the bounds of practicability.

It should be added that none of the older naturalists or

students of hybridisation, such as P. Broca, Darwin, and
others, allude to Mus musculus and srh'aiicus crosses when
discussing the various hybrids which are known or believed to

exist.

"Freak" mice are occasionally reported as occurring in

litters. Mice with "kinks" in their tails appeared among
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the stock of a well-known breeder some years ago, as well as

a litter of four with tails "something like the shape of a

corkscrew." As peculiarities such as these are often strongly

hereditary, it is inadvisable to breed from deformed mice if

the owner has a valuable strain.

A case in point was reported by a fancier a short time

ago. A fawn buck mouse was observed to have only three

legs, and as this was thought to be due to an accident in the

nest he was kept and eventually mated with a black doe.

The breeder was astounded to find that three out of the five

young which resulted from the union were fawns with only

three legs. As he thought they might have been mutilated

in the nest he bred another litter and this time out of seven

young five had three legs.

Finally, it should be mentioned that there is no foundation

whatever for the statement made by " An Old Fancier " as

to the probability in mouse-breeding of the influence of a

previous sire. This writer warns breeders that does should

always be paired to their own colour for, he adds, " strange

as it may appear, if a white doe throws a litter to a plum
buck, if afterwards placed with a sandy buck some of the

young from the cross are almost sure to show plum markings.

In fact the colours of previous crosses show themselves more
or less throughout the whole life of the different litters

obtained."

This subject has formed the basis of much scientific

experiment and research, and to put the matter plainly and
briefly, our leading authorities are agreed that no such

influence as the one indicated is as a rule experienced in

breeding. The mouse fancier will better understand the

probable cause of the appearance of diverse colours in litters

when he has read the subsequent chapters on the nature of

colour and the results of crossing different varieties.



CHAPTER V.

The Nature of Colour in Mice.

Their prolificacy, the rapidity with which generation can

be made to follow generation, and their numerous ^arieties,

has led to fancy mice becoming the medium for a great deal

of scientific experiment undertaken to elucidate some, of the

phenomena connected with heredity and variation. The
result is that mouse fanciers are in the enviable position of

having had placed at their disposal much valuable informa-

tion upon colour in general and that of mice in particular;

they are told the constitution of certain colours and how and

why they are produced ; they are, in fact, able to glean details

which if rightly used will give them a short cut to success in

a way that is open to very few breeders of other fancy

animals.

It must be admitted by all who have made any study of

the subject that the number of first-class specimens which are

put upon the show bench is exceedingly small. Considering

the number of mice which may be bred in a very limited space

one would think that competition would be very keen and the

quality very high. That it is not so seems to suggest that

mouse fanciers have still much to learn upon the subject of

breeding to type.

The breeding of high-class specimens of the various breeds

of fancy mice is no less a science than the breeding of prize

fowls, cattle or horses, and is governed by almost precisely

the same principles. Without a study of these principles no
breeder can hope to meet with much striking success.
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One of the chief reasons why so few good mice are bred is

because fanciers attempt too much promiscuous crossing of the

different varieties. As will be shown later on, crossing leads

to variation, and variation is the exact opposite of what the

owner of a good strain of prize-bred specimens wants. The
object of the systematic breeder is to retain, perpetuate, and
possibly increase the good qualities of his stock while at the

same time eliminating the bad points, and this he can only

hope to do by judicious inbreeding and a careful avoidance of

drastic crosses. High-class animals are very seldom pro-

duced by chance ; and when they are they are not as valuable

as those which are the result of organised effort. They do
not, like those which are systematically bred, certainly

transmit to the majority of their offspring the qualities

whicli have made them famous.

Before entering into details of the various colours

in mice it is necessary that the fancier get a thorough

grasp of the technical difference between pure and impure

specimens'.

The House Mouse may be considered pure. A fancier

breeding them in captivity would be very much surprised to

get young other than of the parent colour, and would not be

likely to do so. Of course, variation does occur occasion-

ally, as, for instance, when a pair of House jNlice suddenly

throw an albino youngster ; but such variations only appear

at remote intervals, and do not affect our contention of the

purity of the species.

On the other hand, if a House Mouse is paired with, say,

an albino, the young, although they all outwardly resemble

their wild parent in coloration, are not pure. Their impurity

can be demonstrated by mating them inter se, when among
their progeny will be found a proportion (about one-third)

of albino young. Therefore, in the case of pure individuals,

like mated to like as a rule results in the production of similar

young ; when the parents are alike but not pure a proportion

of dissimilar offspring may be expected.

D 2
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To return to the subject of this chapter, there appear to be

between fifteen and twenty more or less well-defined varieties

of fancy mice. It is difficult to be more precise because some

varieties are not at all distinct, but are temporary phases of

other varieties. The black-and-tan, for instance, is one of

these, for it does not retain its characteristic colour for more

than a few weeks, but moults out into a sable.

Now all these varieties of fancy mice are, it is believed,

descended from the sombre-hued little Common House

Mouse. That an animal of so insignificant a grey colour

could become the ancestors of the reds, the blues, the lilacs

and Dutch-marked, and all the other varieties of fancy mice,

would be almost unbelievable were it not for the fact that

analogous variations have occurred in the domesticated

descendants of other species. The fancier has only to attend

one of the large poultry or pigeon shows to see the scores of

varieties which, there is every reason to believe, have de-

scended from one wild species, to be convinced that the

variation in his mice, though wonderful enough in its way,

is as nothing compared to the transformation which has

occurred under domestication in many other classes of

livestock.

It is in colour only that any verv marked variation has

occurred in mice, and it is therefore to colour chiefly that we
have to turn our attention.

A carefully carried out scientific analysis of the coat of

Mus musculus, conducted by Miss Durham in the laboratories

at Cambridge, showed that this mouse carries three distinct

pigments in the hair.

Examined microscopically, it was found that the bases of

the hairs are black, amil above this they are barred with

chocolate. Some hairs are tipped with yellow ; others have

no yellow pigment in them. Submitted to chemical tests

these pigments behaved differently, thus betokening their

diverse nature. In a 40 per cent, solution of caustic potash

the yellow pigment dissolves out at once, the chocolate
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disappears only after some hours, while the black pigment
granules dissolve not at all.

The wild House Mouse is, then, an animal of compound
coloration, owing its unattractive hue to the combined action

of three primary pigments localised in definite areas of each
hair.

Some idea can at once be gained as to how and why the

numerous colour varieties of fancy mice originated. The
primary elements are all preisent in the coat of the primeval

form. They are there in juxtaposition—arranged on some
definite plan. It only needs their dissociation to give us

yellow mice, chocolate mice, or black mice. The dilution or

weakening of these primary pigments is all that is required

to give us creams, silvers, or blues. The recombination of

some of these pigments in a new form—say the combination

of yellow and chocolate in each hair and the absence of black

—gives us the variety called cinnamon.

It is obvious, therefore, that in the colour of fancy mice

we find nothing really new. As a matter of fact they repre-

sent a lower step in the evolutionary scale, for their peculi-

arities are arrived at by the loss of something characteristic

of the ancestral form.

Colour physiologists believe that the series of colours,

yellow, brown, and black, found throughout so many of our

domestic animals, may represent successive oxidation stages

of the same chromogen by the same ferment. In fancy mice,

for instance, it is probably correct to assume that what is

inherited is not a special ferment but a colour-factor or
'

' determinant
'

' which determines to what stage the oxidation

of the chromogen shall be carried. The correct physiological

interpretation of the problem is not, however, a matter of

great importance to mouse fanciers, who are more concerned

with the result than the actual process by which it is brought

about, so that I will not labour the point but will be content

with having mentioned briefly the current views which prevail

on the subject.
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In all colour experiments albino animals play an impor-

tant part. The familiar white mouse with a total absence

of pigment in the skin, hair, and eyes has apparently come

suddenly as a mutation or discontinuous variation from fully

pigmented parents. There is nothing for a single specimen

to mate with but the parent or fully-pigmented type. The
result is a litter of young of the wild colour, for it is a fairly

well-established axiom that characters which owe their

peculiarities to the loss of something are recessive. To try

to put this into plainer words : A dominant character pos-

sesses some factor which is missing in its recessive alternative

—or, to return to the illustration, the wild or pigmented type

is dominant to the albino type which has lost all pigment.

If breeders will bear this principle in mind they will find

it of great assistance, in the absence of more specific infor-

mation, in predicting the result of a given cross.

When the wild-coloured offspring of the House Mouse
and albino are bred inter se, there is likely to be consider-

able variation in the colour of the descendants, owing, pre-

sumably, to the inhibiting factor for complete pigmentation
introduced by the white mouse. Thus it is that this line of

breeding when persevered with has given us many of the

charming varieties which are so popular among fanciers. It

must be remembered that in all animals the possible colour
varieties are only limited by the exact constitution of the

prototype, and that,- as already hinted, the basis or germ
of each established breed of whole-coloured mouse is to be
found in the hair of the wild House Mouse.
The practical conclusion arrived at, therefore, is that the

surest and quickest way to secure new varieties, or entirely
new strains of existing varieties, is by the crossing of a mouse
of a compound type of coloration with an albino of pure
descent, and the subsequent inbreeding of the descendants.
On the other hand, among fancy mice, the re-appearance

of animals of the ancestral colour, or "agoutis" as they
are called by fanciers, is brought about, not as used to be
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popularly thought, unsystematically as " reversions," over

the appearance of which the breeder had no control, but as

the result of certain matings which bring together again

elements which have, maybe, long been separated. In other

words, when the primary black, chocolate, and yellow pig-

ments meet again at the union of two self mice which between

them carry these components, mice of the wild colour may
be expected to appear. More specific details of the actual

crosses which have this result will be given under the

heading of "Agouti."
Fancy mice may be roughly classified as follows :

—

(a) complex varieties.

1. Agouti (wild colour), carries three pigments, black,

chocolate, and yellow.

2. Sable and black-and-tan, the same three pigments

rather differently distributed.

3. Cinnamon, carries chocolate and yellow pigments only.

4. Black, usually carries black and some chocolate pig-

ment, but the former obscures the latter.

5. Red or fawn ; two varieties exist, one of which (sooty)

is classified here and carries yellow and black pigment.

(b) simple varieties.

6. Red or yellow, carries yellow pigment only.

7. Chocolate, carries chocolate pigment only.

8. Albino, minus all pigment.

(c) varieties witpi diluted pigment.

9. Blue, a weak or diluted form of black.

10. Lilac, a still more diluted form of black.

11. Silver, a diluted form of chocolate.

12. Cream, a diluted form of yellow.

13. Champagne, another diluted form of chocolate or

vellow.
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(d) bi-coloured varieties.

14. Dutch-marked in all colours.

15. Broken or spotted in all colours.

16. Evenly-marked in all colours.

17. Black-eyed white, and variegated in all colours.

18. Tortoiseshell (?).



CHAPTER VI.

Colour Varieties and their Breeding.

Having discussed the nature of colour in mice, we are now
in a position to turn to a more detailed consideration of the

various colours from the fancier's point of view. They will

be taken in their order of complexity as given in the previous

chapter.

(a) complex varieties.

Agouti.

These are sometimes called Golden Agoutis, and are

actually mice of the wild colour, carrying yellow pigment in

the tip of some hairs, a band of chocolate, and a base of

black pigment. The fancier aims at getting plenty of the

yellow ticking to give the mouse a golden hue, and he also

tries to get a red or yellow belly, but no mice have yet been

produced which excel in the latter respect. Breeders of

experience recommend for the improvement of the colour that

agouti specimens be crossed with rich fawns, and that from
this union the best young fawns be selected and crossed with

their" agouti parent. The result of all this crossing will

probably be to produce, among others, self blacks and choco-

lates, also cinnamons, but only the last-mentioned and the

fawns and agoutis are to be used for agouti breeding.

At the start, some system of crossing such as that just

mentioned viay be beneficial ; but on the whole it seems

doubtful whether crossing can really be of much use. The
ultimate success depends, after all, entirely upon the judicious
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selection and mating togetlier of those specimens which most

nearly approach the ideal, and it seems to the writer that

precisely the same result will be obtained by a similar

selection among pure and uncrossed strains. By the fancier's

method there is much wastage owing to the production of

blacks and chocolates, which are of no use to the breeder. By
mating agouti to agouti all the young are agoutis, and there

is therefore much more material to draw upon and much more

chance of young ones appearing which have varied in the

desired direction. No quicker way can be suggested of

securing agoutis with a golden hue than by mating together

those individuals which most nearly approach the required

colour—which, in other words, agree in possessing unusually

long and strongly-pigmented yellow tips to most of the hairs.

A pied tail is a serious fault in these, and indeed in all

but the bi-coloured varieties of mice.

Agouti or " reversionary" mice may be obtained in several

ways.

The colour often appears when pink-eyed albinos and fawn

and white Japanese Waltzing mice are crossed ; or sometimes

when black is crossed with an albino.

When agouti mice are crossed with pure blacks or pure

chocolates the young are agouti in colour ; if the crossbred

agoutis from an agouti and chocolate cross are bred inter se

they may be expected to produce young in the following

ratio :
—

Q agouti : 3 cinnamon : 3 black : i chocolate.

The cross agouti and yellow seems to give offspring of

both parent colours, but if the yellows from this cross are

bred together they throw yellows and agoutis in the ratio

of 3 : I.

It has been the ambition of many fanciers to breed a mouse
which in colour resembles the grey agouti guinea-pig. Such
as have hitherto been produced have been of a steel-grey

colour, rather like a typical Flemish Giant rabbit and entirely

lacking in silveriness.
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One of our oldest and most successful fanciers has stated

that he considered the desired colour might be obtained by

crossing golden agoutis and silver greys and selecting and
inbreeding the descendants.

Grey or Silver Agouti in the guinea-pig is the diluted form
of golden agouti, i.e., it is a compound type of coloration

and all the primary pigments are present, but in a weakened

or diluted form. It Avould seem, therefore, that it would
be necessary to set to work with mice of dilute colour rather

than with fully pigmented types in order to secure this new
variation ; but this is merely a suggestion made at random,

and the serious working out of the problem must be left to

the enterprising fancier.

It should be added that various shades of agouti at present

exist which vary according to the degree of intensity of each

pigment, and that a mouse with, say, dilute chocolate pig-

ment but dense black and yellow, is unlike one with dilute

yellow but dense black and chocolate. There is, therefore,

already a basis for the introducer of grey agoutis to work
upon.

Sable.

In the hairs of the sable mouse all three primarv pigments

are found, but the back is dark and ticked like agouti, and
the flanks and belly are yellow.

There seems to be some doubt as to the precise way in

which these mice originated, but one strain at any rate appears

to have come from blacks and fawns bred promiscuously,

some sooty fawn descendants of the cross being more directly

responsible for the sables. Corroboration of this view is

afforded by the fact that sables mated together usually throw a

proportion of blacks.

Sables may be light, medium, or dark in shade, the latter

being the handsomest and most sought after, but unfor-

tunately in all shades the colour is extremely fugitive, and is

liable to change to a lighter tint, sometimes in the course of
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a few days, and apparently, according to a leading breeder,

without a moult. In addition, the colour always lightens

at the moult, so that a good dark becomes a medium or light

as it matures.

The shade of the variety is controlled by the darkness or

otherwise of the colour on the head and back ; the muzzle,

sides and belly of all shades should be of the richest

possible tan.

In breeding sables the fancier should select the darkest

possible colours to mate together; there is also room for

selection in the direction of securing permanent in place of

fugitive colours. That it is possible to get a strain of

sables which retain their colour moderately well is proved

bv the fact that some measure of success has already crowned

the efforts of fanciers who have paid special attention to this

point.

Some fanciers believe in a black cross, and advise that a

breeding pair should consist of a sable-bred black doe and

a sable buck, and that this method of crossing should be kept

up for several generations. The writer has had no experience

of this variety, but gleans from the statements of fanciers

and scientific experimenters that the offspring of the first

cross (sable and black) are usually all sables. From a pair

of sable-bred blacks good sables are said to be occasionally

bred, and some of the finest strains of blacks have originated

from these crosses.

As in most other cases, the writer is of opinion that the

mating of dark sable with dark sable is the course most

likely to result in rapid and permanent improvement, and the

production of a strain of mice with the much-sought-after

dark and distinct shading on the head and back.

Black-and-Tan.

This is hardly to be called a breed, as the nearest approach
to the ideal yet produced was a very dark sable. The black-

and-tan mouse as at present known is, in fact, simply a
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dark sable with all the faults of that variety. Whether it

will ever be bred with a rich black body colour which does

not fade is extremely doubtful, because the wild ancestor of

the fancy mouse has not that particular type of marking
which lends itself to a metamorphosis of this description.

In the rabbit, the natural grey top colour has been turned

into black and the white undercolour into yellow ; one would
expect the descendants of the Field Mouse to yield a black-

and-ta.n variety more readily than the subject of this book.

Blue-and-Tan.

The blue-and-tan is said to be produced by crossing dark

sables with self blues and inbreeding the descendants until

the desired combination appears. Scientifically considered,

it differs from the black-and-tan in that the black is present,

but in its diluted form. Very typical specimens are occasion-

ally put on the show bench, the aim being to get a bright

top colour of a slatey blue with distinct tan markings on the

chest, throat, sides, and belly.

Chocolate-and-Tan.

In these mice a chocolate body colour takes the place of

black or blue, and some good specimens occasionally appear

on the show bench.

Cinnamon.
Cinnamon mice carry two pigments only in the hair, viz.,

yellow and chocolate, and owe their distinctive colour to the

total absence of black. They have chocolate pigment in the

eyes. Fanciers object to pale cinnamons with a faded

washed-out appearance, and aim for a light golden or

cinnamon body colour with plenty of clearly defined dark

ticking. The belly should be of a rich golden colour without

ticking. Practical breeders recommend an occasional cross

of golden agouti ; but as this of course leads to the re-appear-

ance of a number of mice of the latter colour in the strain
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the cross is not desirable unless the cinnamons in question

are \ery poor in colour and absolutely in need of resuscitation.

Even then a good rich cinnamon from another established

strain would do what is wanted more quickly and with

greater precision.

As stated under "Agoutis," a small proportion of

cinnamon mice (approximately 3 in every 16 bred) come as

the result of crossing agoutis and chocolates and breeding

together the crossbreds, so that a new strain can always be

formed by resorting to this procedure.

Black.

A black mouse carries chocolate pigment as well as black,

though the former is masked by the denseness of the darker

pigment. Scientifically speaking, the variation by which a

black mouse came originally into existence was by the omis-

sion of the determiner for grey, therefore black dominates

or is epistatic to all other colours except agouti.

Black mice can be produced in a variety of ways. Their

production from sables has already been alluded to. They
can also come, as the writer can testify, from a pair of fawns
(of a certain constitution), for years ago a valuable strain of

sound-coloured large-sized blacks was bred from a fawn
buck and doe which came from Mr. Wild's mousery, sub-

sequent selection and inbreeding helping to establish the

blacks, which bred perfectly true.

The mating of a wild House Mouse and an albino fancy
mouse has been known to result in young of the wild colour

which, when bred inter se, produced a proportion of
blacks.

A rather more unexpected result was when the union of
two " lilacs," or very pale silvers, with a.n ordinary silver

produced 13 blacks exceedingly good in colour except for
pied tails in one or two cases.

The probable result of most black crosses is pretty well
known.
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Black crossed -with albino with black determiner gives

black young. These mated inter se give blacks and albinos

in the ratio 3:1.
Black mated with chocolate gives black young, and in the

subsequent generation black and chocolate young in the ratio

3:1-
Black crossed with albino descended from chocolates gives

black young, which mated inter se give a ratio of

9 black : 3 chocolate : 4 albino.

One of these blacks (bred from black and albino carrying

chocolate) mated with albino carrying chocolate gave a ratio

of approximately

9 black : 3 chocolate : 12 albino.

Black mated with its diluted form blue gives all blacks,

and in the subsequent generation these blacks produce blacks

and blues in the proportion of 3 to i.

If black carrying blue is mated with albino bearing black

the young will be black, but they in turn will produce a

ratio of 9 black : 3 blue : 4 albino.

Black mated with silver fawn (which is the dilute form of

chocolate) results in all blacks. The second generation, how-
ever, breaks up into all possible types, and the expected

result is :

9 black : 3 blue : 3 chocolate : i silver fawn.

If an albino is introduced into this cross, as in the case of

mating, say, black and albino with silver fawn determiner,

there should be young in the following proportions and
colours :

27 black : 9 blue : 9 chocolate : 3 silver fawn : 16 albino.

The fancier aims at getting black mice of very large size

and sound colour, and it is doubtful, in spite of the success

some breeders declare they have attained, whether crossing

is of any real use in bringing about this consummation. The
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above-mentioned particulars are of interest as showing what

to expect when definite crosses are made, but they are not

thought to be helpful towards the solution of the problem

of how to breed prize mice.

Black mice are exceedingly prone to discoloured hairs on

the throat, vent and sides, and only selection and inbreeding

of the soundest coloured specimens and an entire abstention

from crossing is likely to modify the evil. One of our most

successful and unprejudiced black mouse breeders has stated

as the result of his practical experience that when blacks have

been bred together for many generations the colour improves

with successive moults, whereas the exact opposite is usually

the case in those strains in which crossing is perpetually

indulged in. Crossing will lead to the production of mice

with the natural fault every time it is indulged in. As we
have endeavoured to impress upon the reader throughout this

chapter, there is no shorter way to the elimination of faults

than by selecting and mating together in each generation those

mice which are as free from them as possible.

In rabbits, it is part of the regular procedure to cross black

and blue, and mouse fanciers also recommend this course;

it is certainly a sounder policy, from the scientific point of

view, than crossing black and chocolate, and this is the best

that we can say for it.

Pied tails are as fatal a fault in black mice as they are in

any other self variety as far as the success on the show bench

of specimens so endowed is concerned. The peculiarity

seems to be dominant in a cross, and is soon bred out if no

mice with pied tails are mated together.

Fawn or Red.
These mice used always to be called fawns, but of recent

years the rather misleading name of red has come in.

Though it is not usually recognised by fanciers, there are

actually two distinct varieties, and it is the sooty yellow,

or mouse carrying some black as well as yellow pigment, that

we intend to deal with here.
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These mice, like all the foregoing except the cinnamon

agouti, and in common with all varieties which carry black

pigment in the coat, have black eyes. Some specimens, but

not all, are said to have both black and chocolate pigments

in their eyes, but whether the presence or absence of choco-

late makes any difference in the results of various crosses is

at present unknown. Occasionally fanciers report the posses-

sion of a yellow mouse with "one black and one pink eye."

As the genetic behaviour of yellow in mice is peculiar, we
must go into the matter in some detail

.

In the first place, yellow is dominant to black and agouti.

Then in a cross of yellow and black or yellow and agouti

none of the descendants of the second (inbred) generation are

pure to yellow, but invariably throw one-third of blacks or

agoutis. By no amount of selection or inbreeding has it been

possible to found a strain of yellows which breed yellow

young only; blacks, agoutis or chocolates are always thrown.

One of our leading fanciers made a regular practise of

crossing fawns with chocolates, as this procedure was thought

to increase the golden hue of the former. It was said to

lighten the shade of the chocolates and to counteract this the

fawn-bred chocolates were mated with blacks. Any fawns

thrown by the chocolates and blacks were apt to be exceed-

ingly sooty and were not considered suitable to introduce into

a fawn strain.

On the other hand, another breeder, who was at one time

specially noted for the high quality of the fawn mice he

exhibited, has declared that he again and again tried black

and chocolate crosses with a view to improving the colour,

and what was the result? In his own words, "Absolute

failure in every respect." Indeed, this breeder goes on to

tell us that he found an absolute deterioration as the result

of his experiments. The undercolour went, the top colour

was dull and lost its brilliancy, and white hairs in consider-

able numbers made their appearance.

The best mice of this successful strain were, it appears,

E
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bred from fawn parents that had been paired colour to colour

for many generations. Furthermore, a chemical analysis

was made at Cambridge of the hairs of various fawn mice,

and it was found that the deepest coloured mice carried yellow

pigment only. The presence of chocolate or black pigment

tended to destroy the qualities of the yellow. Modern

breeders can hardly desire further proof than this of the

superior advantages of line over cross-breeding, and although

there is no similar proof in the case of other varieties there

is every reason to believe that the best results as regards the

improvement of colour are obtained in all by mating like to

like.

Exhibition fawns must be large in size (from 7iii. to Sin.

long, including the tail), and of a sound, rich golden colour.

The belly should match the colour of the back as nearly as

possible, and although mice of various shades are exhibited,

those of the brightest, clearest colour, free from white hairs,

will usually win over the paler mice. As already stated, reds

have a tendency to become enormously fat, and selection

should be made for slimness and good shape. The eyes must

be bold, the head of medium length and not too blunt or

unduly pointed, and the ears of good shape.

(b) simple varieties.

Red or Yellow.

As already explained in the preceding section, there is a

variety of yellow mouse which carries yellow pigment only

in the hair, but as, superficially, it looks very much like the

yellow carrying black, the two varieties are considered as

one in the fancy, and no distinction is drawn between them.

Very little special information is available with reference to

the genetics of these mice, but it seems to be fairly certain

that ithe best coloured exhibition reds belong to this type.

Although yellow pigment only is found in the coat, it

appears, according to Miss Durham's Report to the Evolution
Committee of the Royal .Society, 1908 (to which the writer
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is indebted for much valuable information), that these mice
have chocolate pigment in the eyes, so that it is questionable

whether they ought really to come in the present section.

Chocolate.

Only chocolate or brown pigment is found in the coat of

these mice, and in a good specimen the hairs are heavily

loaded with it. The eyes also carry chocolate pigment and

are inclined to have a reddish glow in a dim light. A
breeder some years ago recorded in the fancy press the

possession of a chocolate-and-white mouse "with one eye

black and the other pink, or, rather, red."

The colour has been known for a good many years,

although attempts have only been made comparatively recently

to bring it to perfection. It is one of the most attractive

breeds, and from the nature of its constitution should be one

of the least difficult to breed.

As the mice only carry the one pigment, it is obvious that

no wasters should be thrown in a pure strain, and that the

only course required of the fancier is the mating of like to

like. It is admitted by a leading breeder that crosses with

fawn tend to deteriorate chocolates ; it is less certain, how-
ever, that the crosses with black, which he recommends,
really improve chocolates, for the result is merely to get all

blacks in the first generation, which, when bred inter se, throw

3 black : i chocolate, and it is difiicult to see why these choco-

lates (which breed true when mated with their own kind)

should be superior to others bred on more orthodox lines.

The exhibition chocolate should be a rich, deep colour, the

shade of a cake of very good quality chocolate, and not a

cafe au lait colour. The desired shade is only maintained

by mating the darkest specimens together. There is always

a strong tendency towards a lighter shade in all dense-coloured

animals, so that it does not do to admit the light-coloured

specimeps into the breeding-pen for even one generation.

Chocf.late mice could probably be produced anew by mating
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an agouti with an albino of pure strain and inbreeding the

descendants for several generations. There is, however, so

much good material already in the hands of breeders that

new strains are hardly wanted. Some fanciers seem to con-

sider that chocolate mice are the same as the plum of the

older fanciers. In the first edition of " Fancy ]\Iice " the

author speaks of " plum or lavender," which rather suggests

this colour to have been what present-day fanciers call blue.

The other points of chocolate mice are the same as those

for all breeds, viz., large size, prominent eyes, well shaped

ears, no pied tail.

Albino.

" The White Mouse." Our oldest and commonest fancy

mouse, noted for its hardiness and prolificacy.

Exhibition specimens are not difficult to breed as far as

colour is concerned, the only trouble being the tendency to a

yellow tinge which must be combated by never breeding from

any but the purest coloured individuals. To win, a white

mouse must be of exceptional size, must have especially bold

eyes of a rich red, and a short glossy coat, which is spotlessly

clean. Where mice of other varieties which excel in colour

might win if faulty in some structural respect, the albino

cannot do so.

Although the white mouse has apparently no dark colour-

ing matter in its eye or coat, it is considered probable that it

partly owes its whiteness to a white substance of the nature

of a pigment which is present in the hair. This is thought
by the writer to be also the case in white cattle.

Every colour dominates white in a cross ; and when using

a white mouse which has descended from a cross to cross again
with colour the latent coloured ancestry in the pedigree of
the white mouse influences the result. On the other hand,
white and white mated together should alwavs produce
albinos like themselves, and in the opinion of those modern
fanciers most competent to judge invariably do so.
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The only cases on record to the contrary are recorded by

Dr. Carter Blake in " Fancy Mice." He states that a pair

of albinos produced 2 albino : 2 plum : i dark brown and

white : 2 agouti : 2 " uracoid " in a litter of nine. Another

pair of white mice produced 4 agouti : 3 albino in a litter

of seven. One can only conclude that the does had mated

prior to the introduction of the white bucks, which fact might

have been overlooked by the experimenter if the period of

gestation was considered (as it seems to have been by the

fanciers of that period) to be less than a fortnight instead

of a full three weeks.



CHAPTER VII.

Colour Varieties and their Breeding (continued).

(C) VARIETIES WITH DILUTED PIGMENT.

The degree of intensity of the various pigments is respon-

sible for several varieties which breed true to type.

According to Prof. Bateson, in "Mendel's Principles,"
'

' dilution of the pigment seems to consist in a diminution in

the number of the pigment granules, and not in a reduction

of their size."

Density of pigment always dominates saturation in a cross,

and offspring of the dense and dilute types respectively appear

in the second (inbred) generation in the approximate propor-

tion of 3 dense : i dilute.

Blue.

This is the dilute form of black, and is possibly, though

not certainly, the "plum or lavender " of the old breeders.

Mr. Maxey, one of our leading fanciers, however, states that

blue mice are of comparatively recent origin, and that the

very first one bred was exhibited under him at a show held at

Deptford in 1898.

Owing, presumably, to the chocolate pigment, which seems

to be inseparable from black, blue mice have a great tendency

to acquire a rusty tinge which quite detracts from their

beauty. Selection will do much to eradicate the fault, which

is much less in evidence in modern strains than it was in the

earlier blues.
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The exhibition blue should be of a clear, bright slate

colour, not dark and rusty, nor faded and pale-looking, but

a happy medium between the two. As the mice breed per-

fectly true to colour, successful progress is much more likely

to be made by the mating of the best together than by drastic

crosses. As a broad rule, it is advisable to mate the lighter

shades together—that is, leaving out of consideration the

really washed-out ones, which should be treated as wasters.

Some authorities recommend the frequent crossing of blue

and black. Whatever effect this may have on the blacks, it

cannot but be a step back in the case of blues of a shade

which anywhere approaches the standard of perfection. If

for any reason, such as loss of size and stamina, it is abso-

lutely necessary to make an outcross, then undoubtedly black,

and black only, is the cross to try. A blue of the best shade

and of either sex should be crossed with a black of the

opposite sex which excels in size or whatever point it is the

fancier desires to get. Then either the best of the black

progeny of this cross should be mated with a good blue, or a

pair of the (crossbred) blacks should be mated inter se.

Either way will give some blues in the litter, and the best of

these, carefully selected for their size and other desirable

points, can be used to introduce the new characters throughout

the strain.

Lilac.

This is the name given by the producer, ^Ir. A. D. Darbi-

shire, to a variety of fancy mouse bred in the early part of

the century in the course of some experiments on colour

heredity carried out in the Oxford Laboratory. Albino mice

were mated with yellow and white, pink-eyed Japanese

Waltzing mice. The progeny were usually of the wild colour,

and when bred together produced young with various coat

colours, including " lilacs " with pink eyes.

The colour lilac is actually a dilute blue or super-saturated

black and is a very pretty delicate shade. The eyes of these
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mice look "pink" (but are actually not without traces of

pigment).

The variety, which is much less uncommon than it used to

be, breeds true and is perpetuated by mating like to like, and

care should be taken to eliminate any tendency to unevenness

or ticking.

Silver, or Silver Fawn.

Silver is the dilute form of chocolate, and no other pigment

is found in the hair or eyes. The respective constitutions of

silver fawns and blues are proved by the fact that the cross

black and silver fawn and the cross blue and chocolate alike

give all black young, and these young when bred inter se

throw offspring in the following colours and proportions :

9 black : 3 blue : 3 chocolate : i silver fawn.

Again, when blue and silver are mated the resulting offspring

are blue, and in the succeeding generation a proportion of 3

blue to I silver is obtained, which is analogous to the result

obtained when mating black and chocolate.

The object of the breeders of silvers has always been to

secure a pale delicate even shade free from ticking, and this

can only be obtained by mating together those pairs of mice

which most nearly approach the ideal. Crosses with blue,

which would reintroduce black pigment, are to be deprecated.

Some good silvers of a very pale shade were produced at

one time by a breeder more or less by chance. The svstem
of mating like to like was adopted. Then suddenlv an

albino appeared in a litter. This mouse was crossed with

the silvers and became the parent of animals of a very pale

shade.

Cream.
The dilute form of clear yellow, and the reader is referred

to the paragraphs on this colour for the main particulars

about the variety. Cream mice are rare at present and
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should be bred of an e\'eii shade all over, free from a sooty

tinge of white hairs.

Champagne.

Mice of this variety ha\e been produced recently from

crosses between black-eyed silvers and pink-eyed silvers. As
the name suggests, the ideal colour should approach that of

the famous wine as nearly as possible. The mice may be

said, broadly, to breed true, but they come of at least two

shades, the best being of a dull gold or oat-straw colour, while

the wasters are of a mealy or biscuit hue, or muddy. No
experiments have, so far as I know, yet been undertaken to

prove what pigments they carry, but it is thought by some
fanciers that these mice belong to a distinct variety, and differ

from yellows and creams. The eyes are pink, as in the case

of pink-eyed yellows, and it is possible that chemical analysis

will, after all, show that they belong to one of the varieties

already dealt with.

(d) bi-coloured varieties.

Although it is a very common opinion among the general

public that the mating together of a white animal and a

pigmented one leads to the production of bi-coloured young,
in practice this result is very seldom found to follow. " An
Old Fancier" in the first edition of " Fancy Mice " states

that " Black and white is obtained by crossing the two colours

together. The same for any two combinations of colours."

This statement was subsequently criticised by Dr. Carter

Blake, but its originator stuck to his point and contended that

bi-coloured young would eventually come from this mating
if it was persevered with for several generations. As we
have shown in the previous chapter, the u.sual result of cross-

ing pigmented and albino specimens is to get pigmented young,
and it has yet to be proved that the descendants of the union
become bi-coloured.

Bi-coloured varieties of animals have of late vears been
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the subject of considerable study, and their chief peculiarity

has been shown to be due to a factor which is quite separately

heritable. To quote Professor Bateson :
" In all the cases

yet studied the genetic properties of the pied types can be

represented factorially by regarding the pattern or dis-

tribution of the colour as due to a distinct factor or to us

absence. When the whole colour is a dominant, the presence

of the factor must be taken as causing the distribution, so

that in the absence of that factor the individual is pied.

Conversely, if the pied type is dominant the presence of the

pattern-factor acts by restraining the distribution of the

colour, and in the absence of the restraining factor the whole
colour prevails."

Whether mice are whole-coloured or pied, then, depends
in the first place upon the presence or absence in the germ
cells of a determining factor for broken colour ; this must
not be confused with albinism, from which it is hereditarily

quite distinct.

In the majority of cases the piebald condition behaves
as a recessive character in relation to complete pigmentation

—

that is to say, the offspring of a self mouse of a self strain

and a bi-coloured mouse will be whole-coloured. There is

believed to be one exception to this rule, however, and that

was found in the case of mice which had a black-eyed white
descent. Although such pied mice were indistinguishable

to the eye from other piebalds the pied character was
apparently dominant and behaved as such throughout several

generations.

It has been demonstrated by experiments with mice that

partial albinism or white markings have a tendency to occur
in definite areas of the body. From a study of spotted mice
Professor Allen was led to recognise five paired pigment
centres situated dorso-laterally. These he gave as follows :

(i) cheek centre; (2) neck centre; (3) shoulder centre; (4)
side centre

; (5) rump centre. The retina of the eye is pos-
sibly a sixth centre. According to his hypothesis (and there
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is no particular reason to doubt its plausibility and proba-

bility), when the pigment patches are all present and fully

functional they meet, giving a self-coloured mouse. Restric-

tion in area of one or more patches or the entire dropping

out of some of them gives bi-coloured individuals. Further-

more, patches of pigment, or, rather, white areas, must

obviously occur in more or less definite positions because they

commence and spread—if the expression may be allowed

—

from the point where two pigment patches normally join.

Thus one of the first places in which a white mark appears

is on the chest, owing to the slight restriction or failure to join

of the adjacent pigment patches. The cheek patches may
just fail to join on the forehead, giving a "star" or
" blaze," or they may be so reduced in area as to lead to the

head markings peculiar to the Dutch mouse.

Failure of the shoulder and rump patches to extend results

in one or more white feet, while the entire dropping out of

certain pigment centres will gi^'e partial albinism in definite

areas.

From the foregoing brief particulars it is obvious that the

various types of markings are not absolutely haphazard

productions, but are based on sound scientific principles

which it would be well for the breeders of bi-coloured

varieties to study. At the same time, although definite mark-
ings are to a certain extent hereditary, experimenters are

agreed that it is extremely difficult to fix the markings at any
particular stage. Certain rules, to be explained hereafter,

will help in securing animals with an approximation to a

definite plan of markings, but no principle hitherto discovered
can reduce to a certainty the production of a definite percen-
tage of young with the clean-cut lines and absolute symmetry
which in many cases distinguishes the fancier's ideal.

Dutch-Marked.

Dutch-marked mice may be in any colour with a definite

plan of markings. Thus there may be what is known as
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black Dutch (and these, by reason of the contrast afforded,

are perhaps the most popular), agouti Dutch, chocolate

Dutch, and so on. The ideal markings are as follows :

the animal should have two cheek patches, which are divided

by a blaze or white line up the middle of the head. The
" cheeks," as they are called, should be clean-cut and sym-

metrical, and should include the eye and ear. They should

not " run " or " drag," nor should they be of such a shape

as to create too wide, too narrow, too square-ended, or too

uneven a blaze. The neck, shoulders and forefeet of the mice

should be white, but the remainder of the body should be

coloured, the pigmented area, or " saddle," as it is called,

Fig. 8.—Ideal Dutch-Marked Mouse

ending in an absolutely straight clean-cut line behind the

forelegs. The hind feet should be white, but the upper part

of the leg above the hock or " footstops " should be a con-

tinuation of the body colour. The tail should be white-

tipped for about half its length. (Fig. 8).

Considered in the light of such knowledge as is available

with regard to partial albinism in definite areas, it appears

that the ideal Dutch-marked mouse should have : (i) two
cheek pigment patches which fail to meet above and below

;

(2) no neck patches
; (3) no shoulder patches

; (4) both side

patches fully developed
; (5) both rump patches present but

failing to extend to the hind feet or end of tail.

Dutch-marked mice are admittedly among the most diffi-

cult of all varieties to breed, and with comparatively few
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exceptions the chief winners in the past have been animals

with the very serious fault of a saddle " slipping off behind."

(Fig. 9.) Breeders of experience declare that when they

mate for high saddles they lose cheek markings. However
this may be, it is evident that mice with these faulty saddles

ought strictly not to be called Dutch-marked at all, for they

entirely lack the characteristic side figment patcJies and

possess rump patches only.

Now, certain experiments have been carried out in America
with guinea-pigs in order to ascertain whether coat patterns

are hereditary, and if so what principles control their inheri-

tance. There is no reason to believe that the conclusions

Fig. 9— Usual Dutch-Marked Mouse.

arrived at are not broadly applicable to mice, so I will set

them forth here for the benefit of fanciers.

As already hinted, the earliest white marks to come are
usually those on the head (blaze, &c.). An animal with this
peculiarity may get a further extension of partial albinism
in the shape of white marks on the shoulder, between the
shoulder and side patches. Carried further, the shoulder
patches entirely disappear, leaving a Dutch-marked animal.
(See Fig. 8.) The next step will probably be a white
mark on the flank between the side and rump patches, or,

carried to a greater extent, the side patches totally disappear,
leaving a mouse with cheek patches and rump patches only.
This is the stage reached by so many so-called Dutch-marked
mice. (See Fig. 9.)
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A stage further in the decrease of pigmentation is reached

when the rump patches vanish leaving a white mouse marked

on head onlv. Finally head markings vanish, leaving a

black-eyed white mouse.

Each of these steps may be arrived at in a proportion of

the young by mating together individuals belonging to the

same stage, or, to put it in another way : among the progeny

of a pair of mice with head and rump patches only one would

expect to get some young without the rump patches and

marked on head only ; and so on.

There is more to come, however, for careful observations

of the results of matings have proved that the fewer the -pig-

ment fatches tJie more freguently tJiey are inherited, or to

put it in another way, the greater the areas of white the more

difficult it is to increase them. Thus, where animals are

white with head markings only, possibly an average of 87 per

cent, of the progeny will inherit head markings. On the

other hand, head and rump patches together are only inherited

in about 80 per cent, of the progeny.

As the pigmentation increases so the chance of the inheri-

tance of specific patches lessens. Animals with head, rump
and side patches (which is the type of pigmentation required

in Dutch-marked varieties) transmit their peculiarity to only

about half their progeny. The presence of shoulder patches

is inherited by a still smaller proportion of the offspring.

It appears, therefore, that it is much easier to breed mice

with head and rump patches, which are inherited in perhaps

80 per cent, of the progeny, than with side patches as well,

which are inherited by only about half the progeny.
It is obvious, too, that the only likely way to secure high-

saddled mice is to mate specimens together which have in

their constitution the possibility of producing pigment in the

desired places ; or in plain language, mice with side patches,

and even with shoulder patches as well, are indispensable in

the breeding-pen of Dutch-marks. At all costs the side

pigment patches must be kept functional, for, as I have
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endeavoured to show, once they disappear from a strain they

are gone almost beyond recall and can only be re-established

by crosses with individuals possessing them.

Mouse breeders would do well to take a hint from Dutch
rabbit breeders' methods. Even in animals so long

established difficulty is found in breeding to type, and
experience has shown the celerity with which pigment will

disappear. Therefore fanciers pin their faith to heavily-

marked does mated with well-marked bucks as giving the

greatest proportion of typical young. Although success in

breeding for definite markings must, it would seem, be always

Fig. 10.—Dutch-Marked Mouse, "Champion Double Event."

to some extent a matter of chance, yet there is no doubt what-

ever that by the adoption of systematic methods on the lines

indicated the proportion of absolute wasters to saleable stock

bred can be greatly modified.

As previously hinted, many of the most famous Dutch-
marked mice of a fev? years back, such as the black-and-

whites " Champion Model " and " Champion Fairy Queen,"
the fawn-and-white " British Monarch," the sable-and-

white "Beauty," the chocolate-and-white "Bosco," and
"Champion Double Event" (Fig. 10), were, judging by
their portraits, in every case possessed of rump and cheek

patches only, and that great advance has been made in
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securing a better type of markings is evident from an

examination of the prize-winners at any of tlie present-day

leading shows. At the same time, the saddle is often still

too far back, and breeders must take steps to mate mice with

high saddles with specimens with correct head markings and

a whole-coloured body, or at least with no more than a white

collar, and trust by inbreeding the descendants to get some-

thing more nearly approaching the ideal aimed at. That it

will require patience no one can doubt, but what has been

accomplished in other animals can be produced in mice. One
thing is certain, and that is that strains of Dutch-marked
mice should be bred pure, i.e., should not be perpetually

crossed with other varieties, else no headway will be made.
As regards the colours and their crossing, the same remarks

apply as were made under the respective sections on self

colours.

Apart from faults in the actual markings, Dutch-marked
mice are prone to acquire white hairs in the saddle and cheeks,

which is a very bad fault in the show pen, and one liable to

be perpetuated if such mice are bred from. The structural

points are the same as for other breeds, viz., large size, good
shape, bold eyes, tulip ears, stout tail.

Broken or Spotted.

The aim in breeding this ancient variety is to secure a white
mouse with as many well-defined and well-placed patches as

possible. The animals may be any colour, but the black-and-
whites are the most popular. Although fanciers are fond of

crossing two colours, such as, say, a black-and-white with a
chocolate-and-white, this course is not as a rule to be recom-
mended. In these cases the same principles apply as in the

crossing of the selfs, and the reader is recommended to look
up the sections dealing with the colours in which
lie is interested before making experiments in this

direction.

The only excuse for crossing colours is in the unlikely
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instance of having two mice of opposite sex and different

colours but with precisely similarly placed patches of pig-

ment. Bearing always in mind the broad principles of

pigmentation, as explained earlier, and remembering that the

Fig. II.—Ten-Patched Broken Mouse.

object now is to get all the pigment centres functional but

restricted, and it will be inferred that success is most likely

to come when radier heavily marked animals are mated
together.

The spots on a broken mouse should be, say, the size of a

Broken or Spotted Mouse.

threepenny-piece, clean-edged, and free from white hairs,

and placed as nearly as possible at regular intervals about

the body. A ten-patched mouse (Fig. 11) is a great raritv ; five,

six (Fig. 12). or seven patches are more common, and will, if
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well placed and sharply defined, insure a mouse winning in a

class for brokens. At the same time, it must not be forgotten

that a mouse with eight badly placed patches is less valuable

than one having five which are well placed, by "placing" being

understood a distribution of the patches at fairly regular

intervals, not a cluster of spots here and a large white area

there, or a big solid rump patch which would do credit to a

Dutch-marked.

Pied mice of all the afore-mentioned types behave as

recessives in crosses with selfs.

Even-Marked.
The only material difference between a broken mouse and

an even-marked is that in the latter the markings of both

Even-Marked Mouse.

sides must be symmetrical, and large patches are not such
a serious fault. One of the commonest types is a

five-patched even which comes from Dutch-marked strains,

and has cheek patches, solid rump patch, and a side spot on
each side.- Such mice, by the way, should be particularly

valuable to the Dutch breeder for mating with heavily pig-

mented specimens of a Dutch-marked strain. Sometimes a
mouse has cheek and rump patches, and the nucleus of both
side and shoulder patches as well, in which case it is called a
seven-patched, and if it is of a high quality in other respects
it will be of great value. A four-patched even will have two
head patches and one rump patch, and perhaps one spot on the
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.middle of the back or on the head or nose ; in fact it is a

matter of comparative indifference what the precise markings

are so long as they are symmetrical. (Fig. 13.) With the

hints already given regarding the crossing of colours and the

theory of pigmentation, there is little more to add beyond

Fig. 14.— Mr. Scarisbrook's Winning Evenly-Marked Doe.

emphasising the necessity for clean-cut markings free from
ticking or white hairs. Even or broken mice are always

inclined to be small in size and slim or " racy " in shape,

and there is room for much improvement in their size and
head points as well as in the shape and prominence of the eye.

Black-Eyed White, and Variegated.

These varieties are classified together because they are

apparently nearly related and seem to have come from a

_ F 2
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similar source. Black-eyed whites were first brought out in

1900 or 1 90 1 by Mr. Atlee, and according to the account

quoted in Chapter III., they came among the descendants

of a supposed Mus sylvaticus cross. Black-eyed whites

represent the extreme case of piebald marking, and are some-

what analogous to the all-white fox terrier which comes from

lightly marked parents. They are produced by breeding

from specimens with very slight pigmentation. They do not

breed true when mated together but produce young ranging

from black-eyed whites, through all grades of piebald mark-

ing, to heavily pigmented forms, though our Camtiridge

experimenters add that so far no selfs have appeared.

As stated earlier in this book, black-eyed whites or pied

mice of this class differ from piebalds of other origin in that

the piebald character apparently behaves as dominant in a

cross with selfs.

Exhibition black-eyed whites must be of large size, a pure

white colour, and must have bold black eyes. It is best to

mate two black-eyed whites together if possible ; but one or

more typical young will probably come in a litter from black-

eyed white and a very lightly marked black-and-white, or

even from two very lightly marked parents.

When breeding black-eyed mice some variegated mice will

probably be produced. In old days bad brokens—mice
which failed in clearness and distinctness of markings—were
termed variegated ; animals of the new strain are quite

different to these both in appearance and from the heredity

point of view, the colour (which is usually either black,

chocolate, or agouti) being distributed all over the body in

tiny stripes or brindling and spots. When mating, selection

should be made of those mice with the spotting or streaking

best distributed all over the body, and those animals which
most nearly approach the ideal aimed at should be mated
together. Outcrosses are not recommended, the only change
of blood allowable being the introduction of such variegated
specimens as may be thrown by black-eyed whites.
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Tri-Golour or Tortoiseshell.

The production of a genuine tri-colour or tortoiseshiell

mouse—an animal wiiicti combines in its coat distinct patcties

of white, black and yellow, or the last two only—has long

been the ambition of every fancier.

The much-quoted author of "Fancy Mice" states—and
the assertion is evidently based on theory rathei than on

practice—that " to obtain tri-coloured mice two crosses are

necessary : crossing a coloured mouse with a piebald or other

colours, or crossing two piebalds together, as fawn with black-

and-white, which produces tortoiseshell, though rarely. In

these crosses it is very often the case that piebalds are pro-

duced instead of three-coloured animals ; and sometimes, as

we have experienced, black, fawn, white, black-and-white,

and fawn-and-white are produced in one litter ; on more than

one occasion we have had two tortoiseshells in one litter.

Tortoiseshells, or other tri-coloured mice, paired together

generally produce the greater percentage of animals coloured

like the parents, especially if they have been bred in-and-in

for several generations." We are also told by the author

that he sold a pair of tortoiseshells for as much as 30s., " and
to the purchaser they were cheap, as he had more than a

dozen tortoiseshell ones from the pair."

Now what is the experience of modern fanciers ? Although

the cross has probably been tried many hundreds of times we
are still as far off as ever from possessing a strain of tortoise-

shell fancy mice. The nearest approach to tri-coloured mice have

been animals from sable strains, the dark back and light belly

colour, well broken up with white, for a time giving the

animals a fictitious appearance of combining in their coats

the three colours. We say " for a time " because the mice

have the usual non-lasting properties peculiar to a sable.

Pretty as they are when at their best, these mice are in no

sense of the word tri-colours. What is wanted is a mouse
broken up with distinct spots of pure yellow (unfadeable),

pure black, and white.
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As shown under their respective headings, tliere are two

types of yellow—a sooty and a clear. If any fancier is

enterprising enougli to make a renewed attempt to create this

illusive variety upon the lines indicated by " An Old
Fancier " he should try and use clear yellows or yellows and

whites with so-called pink eyes, mating these with black

brokens from an established strain. The first generation will

probably be all yellow and white, but if these are mated inter

se there is no knowing what might not, with time and patience,

come of the union. It is only fair to add, however,

that the prospect is not very bright, for if they were likelv

to come at all easily tri-colours would surely have come ere

this in the course of all the scientific crossbreeding experiments
which have been conducted with mice. There is some
peculiarity, at present but little understood, with regard to

the inheritance of yellow in animals and its combination
with other colours, and, as things stand at present, small hope
can be held out as to the feasibility of producing a race of
genuine tri-coloured mice with the material at present available.

The last Standard of Perfection for mice procurable by
the writer is as follows :

—

Selfs, Evens and Brokens.

Colour and Markings 30
Ears r

Eyes
5

Muzzle c

Shape I
:;

Size I c

Coat 10
Tail 10
Condition -

In agoutis the 30 points for colour are divided into 20 for
colour, 10 for evenness of ticking.



CHAPTER VIII.

Other Varieties.

Japanese Waltzing Mice are entitled to rank as a distinct

variety, as the peculiarity to which they owe their name is

hereditary. Their dance, if such it may be called, is per-

formed when the animals first come out into the light, the

mice going round and round on all fours with the head point-

ing inwards, almost as if running after their own tails. They
sometimes spin extremely rapidly, and continue for about a

dozen turns, then reverse the direction for a similar period

of time, the whole performance usually taking a minute or

longer.

In other respects the mice are not very different to any

others. (Fig. 15.) They are small and fragile in appear-

ance, though not in reality particularly delicate, and they

have small, and comparatively sunken eyes. With the

exception of requiring a large cage with the nest box at floor

level, they can be treated much as other fancy mice.

That the strains of Japanese Waltzing Mice existing in

this country originated in Japan is not considered very prob-

able by most writers, for this peculiarity is said to be of the

nature of a disease, and may have originated de novo in any

fancy strain, just as waltzing rats have recently appeared in

a strain in England in the course of some breeding experi-

ments. Professor Bateson says with regard to these mice :

" The ' waltzing ' is a peculiar vertiginous spinning to which

these animals are subject. I understand that the exact
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physiological nature of this movement has never been fully

elucidated, but the condition has been shown to be often, if

not always, associated with malformation of the auditory

labyrinth."

According to the report given recently in a weekly

paper, of one of the scientific meetings of the

Zoological Society, Mr. J. Lewis Bonhote, F.Z.S., ascribes

the waltzing habit which has appeared among his rats to a

degenerate and defective generation, probably brougW about

by inbreeding, or by breeding at too early an age, and per-

haps partly to environment.

Quite recently, however, new light has been thrcwn upon
4he probable origin of Japanese Dancing Mice. Some time

ago, in the " Annals of the New Academy of Science," Mr.

T. H. Morgan suggested, as the result ot experiments, that

these mice were derived from a species or race distinct from
Mus musculus, and were not pathological variations of the

latter species. This opinion is now considered by Mr. A. B.

Droogleever Fortuyn to express correctly the state of the

case. He finds that the Dancing Mouse is widely spread in

China and Japan, and that it differs from ordinary mice in

several structural details. That its original home was China

seems to be demonstrated by the fact that it was formerly

known in Japan by the name of Nankin Nesumi, meaning
the Mouse from Nankin. According to the report in the

Field, the most important difference between the dancing

and ordinary mice is to be found in the internal structure, in

which there are several peculiarities, notably the larger size

of the so-called crystalline otoliths. The Dancing Mouse also

has a shorter tail with fewer rings of scales, and in this

respect it resembles Wagner's iNlouse {Mus Wagneri) of

China, a species allied to Mus tnusculus. Wagner's mouse

is found not only in China, but also in Southern Russia,

while in Central Asia it occupies the same position of house-

inhabitant as does Mus musculus in Europe. The conclusion

arrived at is that the Dancing Mouse is a variety of Mus
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Wagneri, first domesticated in China, whence it spread to

Japan, and thence to Europe.

This interesting report does not mention whether the

dancing habit is normal to AIus Wagneri, or whether it is a

pathological peculiarity, but presumably the latter is the case.

The waltzing character behaves as recessive to the normal

habit.

" Singing Mice " were many years ago considered to be

distinct and peculiar varieties worthy of cultivation, and even

of exhibition, and Darwin, in his " Descent qf Man," quotes

a full and authentic description of the vocal powers of a

specimen of an American genus Hesperomys.
In these days, with greater enlightenment, it is very gener-

ally admitted that asthmatical complaints, due to exposure to

damp and cold, account for the musical abilities of such

unfortunately gifted members of the genus Mus. A mouse
which has become a thorough " whistler " is practically incur-

able and is best destroyed ; but if the trouble is taken in

hand by removal to warm, dry quarters the instant there is the

slightest suspicion of a mouse becoming musical, a cure will

often be effected in a ft-w days.



CHAPTER IX.

Exhibiting,

The first introduction of fancy mice to the show bench was

due to the efforts of Mr. W. Wild, of Oxford, in or about the

year 1893. The first cup ever given for mice is said to have

been won at Leicester in 1893 by a fawn belonging to Mr.

Crampton, of Birmingham.
The National Mouse Club, which looks after the interests

of breeders, was formed in 1893. For an annual (twelve

months) subscription of 3s. 6d. per person, or 2s. 6d. each for

two or more members of one family or for partners, or for

IS. 6d. per annum for juveniles, members have the privilege

of competing for the fourteen handsome cups of a total value

of £s°! which are put up for competition at various shows
throughout the year, and are entitled to other advantages.

Among other things the Club, upon payment of a fee of

IS. 6d., grants championship certificates to those mice which
have earned the title by winning five first prizes under three

different judges.

Mice are included in the schedules of numerous shows all

over the country throughout the year, and the larger shows,

likewise the Club Show, give a very extended classification

with one or more classes for every well-established variety,

which are sub-divided into adults and youngsters under eight

weeks old. For the benefit of the absolute novice, it may
be mentioned that there is, as a rule, a greater chance of

winning a prize at a big show with a mouse of a certain

variety in a class for the breed than with that sam.e mouse at
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a small show where it will come into competition with other

varieties.

It is useless to show a mouse rough in coat or in anything

but the most perfect condition. Bucks are apt to go rough

at a very early age ; but they will not be so likely to do so if

used regularly for breeding purposes ; therefore keep no more

bucks than are absolutely required for stud purposes.

Prior to making entries, show cages, such as are described in

the chapter on " Cages," must be secured, together with a

travelling box or boxes, to hold one or as many cages as are

required. The seed hopper must be filled with small seeds

(canary and millet) prior to despatch, and sawdust put on

the floor of the cage. Over this the writer prefers hay to

chaff in those cages with no nest boxes, as the mice are kept

warmer and get less knocked about if the cages are roughly

handled. The name and address of the owner should be

permanently written on the inner side of the lid of the cage,

so that if the outer label provided by the show authorities

is lost or destroyed the exhibit can still be returned to its

rightful owner. It is also advisable to tack on a card with

the class and pen numbers, sex of mouse and colour, to pre-

vent possible errors.

The entry fees are usually about is. for prizes of 6s., 4s.

and 2s., with an occasional fourth prize of is. This propor-

tion compares very favourably with the prizes which can be
won with many sorts of larger and more important animals.

The novice must not expect to find that exhibiting pays.
It is, as a rule, a losing game in all classes of livestock, for

the exhibitor cannot expect to get first prize every time with
every exhibit, and all those with lesser honours are shown at a
loss. Indirectly it pays, however, and pays well. The
value of the most ordinary stock bred by a well-known
exhibitor is double, treble, and maybe even more, that of
animals (possibly just as good in reality) which are not from
an exhibition strain. Then first prize mice have fetched two
guineas or even more apiece, and even the winners of minor
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honours are worth as many shillings as their less exalted

brethren are pence. Hence it pays to keep good mice, and
it pays indirectly to show those individuals which reach a high

standard of perfection.

In starting exhibition mice, it is advisable to go to one of

the leading breeders and ask him to supply a pair, trio, or

whatever number is desired, of the highest quality the pur-

chaser can afford. The breeder will come to the front much
sooner if he can afford to start breeding operations with prize

stock. If, however, he cannot manage to do this he must

get prize-bred, but faulty, specimens, and trust to work up a

good strain by keeping the best of their progeny. It will

be slower, but there is no reason why success should not come
in the end.

The novice will do best to start with one variety only, make
a thorough study of it and of breeding in general, and keep

no other breed until a first prize has been won. " Waster "

mice will not bring sufficient money to pay for their rearing,

so all that are not of great merit should be destroyed as soon

as their faults manifest themselves. This is much the

cheapest plan in the long run. It is a mistake to go to

several different breeders for stock of the same variety. The
crossing of strains never answers and should be avoided by

the novice. The best mice will be bred from parents which

come from the same prize strain, and the best individuals

should be mated together regardless of relationship as long

as the mice are large, hardy, and free from disease.
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Diseases.

Very little can be done for a sick mouse beyond keeping

it warm. (Fig. i6.)

Asthma.
The symptoms are a wheezing or whistling sound, some-

times mistaken for "singing." The cause is usually

exposure to damp and cold and want of exercise, or it is

possibly in some cases caused by mouldy or dusty hay.

Remove the mouse to a large, dry cage placed in a warm
situation. A large cage with a wheel, in which the mouse

can take exercise, will be beneficial. Give non-stimulating

food, i.e., bread-and-milk and canary seed. Give in a

vessel a small pinch of Epsom Salts dissolved in a thimbleful

of water on every alternate day for a week or longer if

necessary.

Chills.

Upon returning from a show, a mouse sometimes seems

almost dead from chill and semi-starvation. A wonderful
revival can occasionally be brought about in ten minutes or a

quarter of an hour by holding the mouse in the hand close

to the fire. Feed at once with bread-and-milk.

Fits.

When mice suffer from fits they should never be bred from,

and are best destroyed.
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Parasites.

Mice kept in dirty, infrequently-cleaned cages, soon become
the hosts of numbers of external parasites, fleas, lice, &c.
The only remedy is to well dust into the coat some good
insect powder, such as Keatings', and remove to a new cage.

The old cages should be scalded with boiling water to which

usSN
•* .

S'f'lt'VF'* i§iT

Fig. 16.—A Sick Mouse.

carbolic acid is added. Fleas breed in the accumulated,

undisturbed dust and dirt in the corners of the cages, so their

presence on a mouse is a sure sign of neglect.

Pneumonia.
A severe chill will cause this disease to manifest itself

suddenly, and it is very fatal. Nothing can be done but to
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keep the mouse very warm and treat as advised under
" Asthma."

Skin Diseases.

Mice are ^ery prone to scurvy or some allied complaint due,

as a rule, to want of sufficient green food or food of a laxa-

tive nature. Give grass, fruit, &c., daily, as well as bread-

and-milk upon which is dusted a pinch of flowers of sulphur.

Some fanciers recommend as a preventive of this complaint

that some Demerara sugar be added to the bread-a.nd-milk,

which acts as a slight laxative. A small pinch of Epsom
Salts in water given daily is also beneficial.

The skin diseases of mice do not seem to have been very

carefully diagnosed, but it is possible that when contagious

they are due to mange (a parasite which burrows into the

skin). It is recommended that mice with contagious skin

complaints be dressed once daily with sulphur ointment well

rubbed in, and made by melting vaseline and stirring in

flowers of sulphur until thick.

Tumours.
Some strains of mice are much troubled with tumorous

growths. Afflicted individuals should not be bred from, bur

should be at once destroyed.

The End.
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Brasses, Knglish Church.
Of the 13th to the 17th centuries. A fine volume of the greatest value to Anti«
quaries. Clergymen, and tliose interested in genealpgy and heraldry. By B. E.

BUFFLINO. With over 230 illustrations reproduced from rubbings.
Full demy Svo, in gilt cloth, price 10/6, by post 10/10-

Breeders' and Exhibitors' Records.
For the registration of particulars regarding pedigree stock of every description.

By W. K. Taunton. In three parts—Part I. The Pedigree Eacord ; Part II. Tho
Stud Eecord; Part III. The Siiow Record.

Demy Svo, in gilt clofh, each price 1/6, post free 1/8

;

the set, price 3/6, by post 4/-.

AH Books are Net.
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Bridge.
A pro^'iessivo and clear explanation, teaching the principles of the ^me
by reason rather than by rule. By C. J. Melrose (Authur of "Scientific Wnisc,"

"Solo Whist," <Sc.) With illustrative hands printed in colours.

Xhird edition ; in doth gilt, price 3/6, ly pott 3/10.

Bridge, Hoiir to isrin at.
A popular guide to the game, practical, and clearly written. By "Cdt-Cavendish."
BfiTised and brought up-to-date. A convenient-sized volume for the pocket.

Mfthedition ; demy Ibmo, in boards, dotli back, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Balb Culture, Popular.
A practical and handy guide to the varieties of ' Bulbs ' (in the popular sense) and
their cultivation both in the open and under glass. By W. D. Drury, F.E.H.n.,

F.E.S. Fully illust^ated.
TJiird edition, revised and enlarged ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Bunkum Bntertainments.
Original laughable skits and burlesque sketches, forming ve y amnsinR subjects

for amateur entertainments—comprising. Conjuring, Juggling, Performing Fleas,

Waxworks, Phrenology, The Funnygraph, Ventriloquism, Thought-reading, <fcc.,

4i:Ci, with humorous sketches, recitals, and drawing-room comedies. By ROBERT
Ganthont. Illustrated. In,cloth.gilt,price-ZI&,bypoetZl9.
Butterflies, The Book of British.
A practical manual foi' Collectors and Naturalists, treating the subject fully but
ooD abstrusely. Splenaldly illustrated with very accurate engravings of Cater-
pillars, Chrysalids and Butterflies, from drawings by the Author or direct from
Nature. By W. J. Lucas, B.A. (Author of " British Dragoniiies," " The Book o
British Hawk Mbths," &c) j„ cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9-

Butterfly and Moth Collecting.
A practical handbook on the Outfit required ; Breeding or Capturing-, and setting
Butterflies and Moths ; with brief descriptions of many Species. An excellent
little book. Well illustrated.

Second edition, revised and enlarged ; in pap^r, price 1/-, by postlJZ.

Cabinet making for Amateurs.
A- practical handbook on the choice and use ofi Carpenters' Tools, with clear
directions for making useful Articles of Furniture, such as Brackets, Sideboards,
'JiibleSj .Cupboards, &c Edited by John P. Arkwright. Illustrated.

Demy 8vo, in cloth, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Cactus Culture for Amateurs.
The varieties and special cultural requirements of Cacti grown in this country;
with chapters on their general botanical characters, cultivation and propagation;
By W. Watson, Curator of the Boyal Botanic Gardens, Kew. Profusely
illustrated. Second edition; in clothgilt, price bl; by post 5fi,

Ca^e Birds, Diseases of.
Their Causes and Prevention, Symptoms and Treatment. An invaluable manual
which should be in the Library of everyone who keeps a Bird. By W. T. Grkbne,
M.D., F.Z.S., &c. (Author of "Canary Keeping for Amateurs," "Popular
Parrakeets," &c.). /„ paper, pricelj; by post 1/2.
Cage Birds, Notes on.
Practical hints by various Fanciers on the Habits and Management of British and
Foreign Cage Birds, Hybrids and Canaries. Edited by Dr. W. T. Greene, F.Z.S.
Second series ; illustrated. In cloth gilt, priat-'tl; by post bib.

Cage Birds. £^ee a?so under 'Birds,' 'Canaries,* &c.

Canary Book, The.
A comprehensive work on the Breeding and Management of Canaries and Canary
Males ; Cage Making ; Canary Societies ; Exhibition Canaries ; and all other
inatters connected with the subject. By Robert L. Wallace. With a coloured
Frontispiece, and numerous other full-page Plates and illustrations.

Third edition ; large post 8vo, in doth gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/1.
Also in Two Sections :—

Canaries, General Management of.
Full and practical directions on Cages ahd Cage Making, Breeding and Managing,
Mules, Diseases, Moulting, Ac. By EOEERT L. Wallace. With many full-page
Plates and other illustrations.

Third edition; large post Suo,. in cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

AH Books, are Net.
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Canaries, Exhibition.
Detailed descriptions of the different Breeds, their Points, and Management for

Exhibition ; with valuable chapters on Canary Societies and Shows. By Robert
L. WallaGE. Illustrated with full-page Plates of Typical Birds.

Third edition ; lars/e post Svo, in cloth gUt, price 21b, hypoat 2/9.

Canary Keeping for Amateurs.
A book for the average Canary Keeper : Plain and Practical Directions for the

successful MaTiageinent and Breeding of Canaries an Pets rather than for

Exhibition. By W: T. Greene, M.D., IT.Z.SL (Author of " The Diseases of Cage

Birds," " Favourite Foreign Birds," Ac;). Illustrated.
iitpaper, priee ll-,.byipost 1/2.

Cane BasKet Work.
The weaving of useful and fancy BaBkMs. An excellent book on a nesleoted

Handicraft. ByAHHiE Firth. In two series (Series I., second edition), well

illustrated. Each book wi cloth gilt, price 1/6, by. post 1/8;

Caravan, The Book' of the. „ t r. u
A complete handbook to the pleasant pastime of Caravaning. By li. C K-

Cameron. Illustrated from photogiaphe and by line-plans and drawinas to scale.

Foolscap Siio, in cloth gilt, Zjb, by post 3/8.

Card TrlckSi The. Book of.
, „ . j c* x- f.

—with and without Mechanical Apparatus—for Drawmgiroim and Stage Enter-

tainments by Amateurs. With chapters explaining the principles of Sleight of

Hand; and of Card-sharper's Tricks. By, Prop. B. KuNard (Author of Tbe

Book of Modern Conjuring" to which this forms a companion volume). VVeU

illustrated. Large post 8ro, in stiff boards, price Zjb, by past 2/9.

Carnation Culture for Amateurs.
. j j- „„...

A pr*ctioal guide to growing this popular plant in the open ground and uiipots,

with carefully revised lists of the most choice varieties, and a chapter on Insect

and other pests. By B. C. Eavemsokoft. Well illustrated. ,

^., „„,,ira
Fourth edition ; i)i paper, pnce 1/-, by post 1/i

Th'e Breedi"?Feedin?and Man^'ement of Cats, the points of Show Varioties and-

Pteparing for Exhibition ; with an invaluable chapter on the Treatment foi

Diseases and Parasites. By John Jbnnings. Illustrated.
i.,„„., IW

Second, edition, enlarged ; m paper, price 1/-, by post l/i.

A^ractic^' manual for Amateurs, containing a full and flfr,^4"";P"°"
°"t„«

Manipulation and Use of the Tools ; with a chapter on the .P""«'Pj»^
^"j'J.*'""

attucSon of Designs. By W. Jackson Smith. Profusely illustrated with en-

gravings of Tools. Designs,
--J^^he^Xl'^Si; stfriSp... price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Sd^L^CuUwX"' '^T^t ll°a^ement of Chrysanthemums for Exhibition^

Blooms. By C. Scott, of the Sheffield Chtysanthenmm S^oaety-.^^
^^^ _ ^^^^^^ ^^

??r"mod^o" Me't^l^tn'tfcellent handbook for all interested in^ae^ori.

©escribing Chucks, New and Old, their uses and 'to 'arious ways "^ ?'°™/'''?,

them in the Lathe. Bv H. J. S. Cassal (Author of "Workshop Makeshiics,

•• Glues and Cements," &c.). Profusely Illustrated.^^
^^^^^^^^ ^^ _ ^^ ^^^ ^^2.

?JSi.'i?c1.1U?t}ii,^F"u?Mfu^r^ and Acces. .ries "--S^^^^cTrrvSen^l^d
ments, and Plate. A work of the greatest interest to Students, Clergymen ana

Autiqiaiies. By George Cunch.^|g.S.^^ Very^-H lUu^^^^^^
^,^_ ^ ^^^ ^^^„_

L^\'o"w\^p?o*/X^Jly°trc1.^f"S-in.to e«ect at Christmas. |-ter yhfu"-
tide and. Harvest; with notes concerning P'hf Feasts and Festuais oi

Church. Revised by Ernest R.
%"^ll^l''^,Z''''«'c^%t i>rfce 2/6. by post 2/9.

All Books are Net
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Coffee Stall Management.
Vractical hints on a Direcciou in which Temperance and Philanthropic work miy
be farthered. Jn paper

^
pric& 1/-, by post 1/1-

Coins, A Guide to Bngllsli Pattern.
—chat ia, Trial Pieces—in Gold, SilTer, Copper and Pewter, from Edward I. to
Victoria ; with some indication of their Value. By the Eev. O. F. Crowiheb,
M.A. (Member of the Numismatic Society of London). Dluatrated

Large post 8yo, in cloth gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/5^

Coins of Great Britain and Ireland, A Guide to the
From the earliest period to 19U5. A standard work, giving also valuei of typical

specimens. With 42 full-page plates illustrating over 360 coins. By the late Col.

W. S. Thorbokn, completely revised by H. A. Orueber. F.S.A.
Fourth edition, much enlarged ; in cloth gilt, price 10/5, by post lO/lO

Cold Meat Cookery.
A handy guide to makiuii a large number of really s^voury and much appreciated
dainty Dishes from Cold Meat. By Mrs. J. E. Davidson (Author of "Dainties,
English and Foreign," &c.). /„ paper, price 1/-, lay post 1/2,

Collie, The.
As a Show Dog, Companion and Worker. A practical book on its History,
Breeding, Training and Mtnagement, By Hugh Dalzirl, revised by J. Maxteb
(Author of "Popular Dog Keeping," " British Terriers," &a.) Illustrated.

Third edition, revised ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/^

Conjuring, The Book of Modern.
A clear guide to Drawing-Room and Stage Magic for Amateurs, with practical
instructions for Triclcs with Handkerchiefs, Coins, Rings, Hats, Watches, &c.. &c,'

By Professor R. Kunard. A Companion Volume to "The Book of Card Tricks,"
by the same Author. Illustrated.

Large post Zw, in coloured boards, price 2/6, by post 2/&,

Conjuring for Amateurs.
A practical book describing useful Appliances, Sleight of Hand, and howto-
pprform a number of amusing modern Ttickfl ; with a chapter on Paper Folding
("Trouble Wit")- By PROF. ELLIS Stanyon (Author of " Conjuring with Cards "),

Fully illustrated throughout. Zn paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Conjuring larlth Cards.
How to perform a number of modern Card Tricks—with and without Sleight of
Hand, with and without Apparatus, A companion book to " Conjuring fos
Amateurs," and by the same author, PROF. Ellis Stanton. Numerous illus-

trations, /;i paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Cookery, The Bncydopsedia of Practical.
A complete Dictionary, incluiling recipes fur all kinds of Dishes, the making o^
Confectionery, the manufacture of Wines, Liquers, &c. and everything else
pertaining to the Art of Cookery and Table oervice. Edited by TUEOUORS
FRANCIS Garrett, assisted by eminent Chefs de Gui-sine and Confectioners.
Splendidly illustrated throughout wiib coloured Plates and other engravings.

Demy 'ito, in half morocco, cushion edges, 4 vols.,

price £3 13 6, carriage paid £3 15 ;
In cloth gilt, either 2 or 4 vole,, pHce £3, carriage paid £3 1 &

Crlohton, the Admirable.
The Accomplishments and real Character of James Crichton (1560-1582). By
Douglas Crichton, ff.S.A. Scot. lUustrated. in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2 j

In cloth gilt, price 2/-, by post 2/5.

Cucumber Culture for Amateurs,
A practical guide to their culture in houses, frames and pots. With chapters on
Vegetable Marrows, Melons and other Gourds, and upon their Diseases and Insect
Pests. By W. J. MAY. Illustrated.

Second edition, revised ; in paper, price If-, by post 1/2;

Cyclists' Route Map of Bngland and 'ffi'alea. See under •• Motorists'
«nd Cyclists' Route Map.

All Books are Net.
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Dainties, Engllsb and Foreign.
How to prepare a number of dainty and inexpensive Dishes for Breakfasts,
Luncheons, Teaa and Dinners. By Mrs. H. C. Davidson (Author of '• Bgg
Oainlies," &a.). Second edition ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Dairy Farming, Modern,
A practical handbooli: on the Points and Treatment of the Milch Cow; the
profitable utilization of Milk, including the making of Butter and Cheeses ; and
the General Management of the Dairy JTarm. By H. L. PirxLJSY. With 8 full-
page Plates, and other illustrations.

In waterproof rexine, gilt, price 3/6, iy post 3/10,

Designing, Harmonia and Keyboard.
Explaining a System whereby an endless Variety of moat beautiful Designs suited
to numberless Manufactures may be obtained by unskilled persons from any
printed Music. Illustrated by numerous explanatory Diagrams and illuatrativa
Examples. By C. H. Wilki>son.

Demy Mo, in cloth gilt, price 10/-, by post 10/6.

Diabolo, Tlie Game and Its "Tricks."
EncluUing instructions on l^lei^iht8 as practised on the Continent, and on Tennis
Court Play. By David P. Ward. Well illustrated.

In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Dogs, Breaking and Training.
The well-known work on the proper Education of Dogs, both for the Field and as
Companions. A complete book, invaluable to all who keep Dogs for Sport, on
Farms or at Home. By " Pathfindek " and Hugh Dalzikl (Author of " British

Dogs," "Diseases of Dogs," &c.), revised by J. Maxtee (Author of "The Grey-
hound," " British Terriers," Ac). "Well illustrated.

Third edition, enlarged; inwaterproof rexine, gilt, price 6/6, by post 6/10.

Dogs, Britisli.
Full details of all Dogs ordinarily kept in this country, their Points, Special

Training and Management, and Show Preparation. By W. D. DauRY, with the
collaboration of eminent Specialists in the different Breeds. Beautifully illus-

trated throughout. " Practical Kennel Management" iq.v.) forms an Invaluable

companion volume to this excellent work.
Third edition; demy Qvo, bevelled boards, in cloth gilt, price 12/6, by post 13/-

;

Also in half-leather, gilt, price 18/-, by post IS/b.

Dogs, Diseases of*
A very practical handbook which every Dos owner should have at hand. Describes

clearly their Causes, Symptoms and Treatment; how to administer medicmes;
Treatment in cases of Poisoning, &c. By Hugh Dalziel ; brought up-to-dite by

Alex. C. P1ES3E, M.K.C.V.S. Illustrated.
. ,, ,

Fourth edition; in paper, pnce If-, by post 1/2 ;

Also in waterproof rexine, gilt, price 2/-, by post 2/3.

Dogs, First Aid to, and Kennei Emergencies.
, ,., ^ .

The treatment in cases of Poison, Diseases and Accidents ; with valuable chapters

on the Mother and Puppies, <to. By W. Gordon St.ibles, E.N., M.D., &o.
In cloth, pnce 1/6, by post 1/9.

Dog-Keeping, Popular. ^ , „ . . ,,,,..,
A practical and handy guide to the general Management and Training of all kmds

of Dogs for Companions and Pets; including the Choice of a Breed, Housing,

Seeding, Teaching Tricks, and Treatment of Diseasei and Parasites. By J.

Maxteb (Author of " British Terriers," Editor of new editions of " British Dogs,

"The Greyhound," dtc.). Well illustrated.
. ,, . j,„' uuuuu, ; ^^^^^ edition ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Dragonflles, British: . , ,...,,, n, r-c
An elhaustive treatise on our native Odonata. A beautiful book on the Life-

History, Species and Varieties, Capture and Preservation, of o.ir British Dragon-

flies. Splendidly illustrated with 27 exquisitely printed PUtes in Colour, and

other engravings in the text. By W. J. Luoas, B.A., F.E.S.^ ° FvM demy 8i», in cloth gilt, pnce 10/6, by post 10/11.

Bgg and Poultry Raising. See "Poultry and Egg Raising."

ifl t^rafk^Tga in One Hundred and Fifty Different ways, English and ForeiEJi.

to Jve tasty and attractive Dishes. By Mrs. H. C. Davidson (Author of " Cold

Meat Cookery," &c.). Second edition ; in paper, pnce 1/-, by post l/U

AU Books are Net.
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Eggs Certificates, Fertility of.
These are Forms of Guarmntee given by the Sellers to the Buyers of Eggs foi

.Hatching, undertaking to refund the value of any unfertile Eggs, or to replace
them with good ones. Very valuable to sellers of Eggs, as they induce purchasers.

In books with counter/oiiSf 6d., by post Zd,

Bngravlngs and tbeir Talue.
A valuable work for the Collector. Describing the different types of Engravings
and their production, with a dictionary of the greatest Engravers.and their more
important works, with prices obtained at auction. Illustrated with facsimile
reproductions of Engravers' Marks, and with Plates. By J. H. EiLATEK. In ono
volume. jV«w (^Fourth) edition, entirely.revised ;

Demy-^tio, in cloth gilt, price, 1&/-, by post, 18/6.

Engravings. See also *' Print B<estoration,and Picture Cleaning."

Epltaphla.
A collection of 1300 Epitaphs, grave and gay, historical and curious ; with Bio-
graphical notes, Anecdotes and Church Folk-lore. A most interesting volume

—

the largest on the subject ever written. By E. R. Sufflinq.
Demy 8vo, in cloth gilt, price lib, by post 7/10.

Ferns, Choice, for Amateurs.
Their culture and management in the open and under glass. Dealing with the
characteristics, propa{>ation, culture and enemies of Ferns in general ; and
describing, with cultural notes, over SCO s>»ecies and varieties. By Georgg
Schneider, F.K.H.S. "Well illustrated. in cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post SflO.

Ferns, Tbe Book of Choice.
For the Garden, Conservatory and Stove. The Standard Work, describing the
best and most striking Ferns and SelaginellPB. and giving explicit directions for
their Cultivation, the formation of EockeriwS and Ferneries, &c. By GF.ORGE
•Schneider, F.E.H.S. With 87 coloured a)«<l other Plates, and neatly 400 other
.illustrations.

Large 'post ^to,in cloth gilt, in 3 volumes, price £5 3, carriage paid £3 4 6.

'Ferrets and Ferreting,
Containing practical directions for the Breeding, Managing, Training and
Working of Ferrets. By W. Carnegie (Author of "Practical Trapping," " Pract-
ical Game Preserving," &c.), and other Authorities. Illustrated.

Fourth edition, revised and enlarged ; inpaper, pricelj-, by post 1/2.

Forge IVork, Simple.
A practical handbook in the Blacksmith's Art, for Amateurs and others ; showing
what it is easily possible for an Amateur with average facilities to do, and how to
do it without noise or inconvenience to others. By H. J. S. Cassai. (Author of
" Chucks and Chucking," '

' Glues and Cements," &c.). Illustrated.
Xn paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Fortune Telling by Cards.
A very popular book, describing and illustrating the various methods by which the
would-be Occult tells Fortunes by Cards. By J. B. Prangley. Illustrated.

In papery price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Fox Terrier, The
and all about it. The History, Varieties, Breeding, Rearing and Management of
this, the most popular of all dogs, and its Preparation for Exhibition. By HUGH
Dalziel (Author of "British Dogs," &c.), revised throughout by 3. Maxtbb
(Author of "Popular Dog Keeping," "British Terriers," &c.). Fully Illustrated.

Second edition ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

^fflesland Meres, A Cruise on the.
Indicating the possibilities of Friesland for a holiday combining the pleasures
of the Noifolk Broads with the attractions of a foreign country. By Ernest R.
Scffling. Illustrated. In paper, price.l/-, by post 112.

Fruit Culture.
A thoroughly practical handbook for Amateurs on the growing of Fruits in the
Open Air ; with directions for dealing with Insect Pests and Fungoid Diseases.
By S. T. Wright, revised by W. D. Drhrt, F,R.H.S., F.E.S. Excellently illus-
trated, Third edition, completely revised ; «i paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

All Books are Net.
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Farnitupe, Old English
of the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries. A most -valuaWe and practical worl!; for
Connoisseurs and Collectors, magnifloently illustrated with some 200 examples of
representative pieces. Contains probably the finest exposition of •' Chippendale "

ever written. By G. Owen Wheeler. 5,„„^ „„^ enlarged editimi ;

Full crown-Sm, in cloth gilt, gilt top, price 10/6, by post 11/-.

Game Preserving, Practical.
A thoroughly practical guide, giving complete information on the Rearing said
Preservation of Pheasants, Partridges, Grouse, Puclj, all other winged Game, and
Hares, Rabbits, ifcc. ; their protection against Vermin and Poachers; and other
matters of real importance to the Game-Preserver. By William Carnegie.
Illustrated with excellent full-page Plates.

Third edition, reuiaed and enlarged ; in waterproof rexine, gilt,

_ _ pHce 7/6, by post t/lL
Gardening, The Dlctionarjr of.
A practical encyclopedia of Horticulture for Amateurs and Professionals. The
authoritative worlc, describing more than 3850 genera and 20,400 species of plants,
their Cultivation, Propagation, Diseases, Insects, &c., &c. Edited by G. IHCBOL-
SON. Curator of the Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Kew, assisted by Pkof. Trail, Eet.
P. W. Myles, W. Watson, and many other Specialists. With 3150 illustrations.

Large post lUo, in doth, gilt, price £4, carriage paid £4 1 "6.

Also obtainable splendidly bound in half-persian ; particulars and terms on
application to the Publisher.

Gardening, Home.
Containing full instructions for the laying-out, stocking, cultivation and managcr-
ment of small gardens— Flower, Fruit and Vegetable, A very handy guide for the-
Amateur. By W. D. Drury, F.B.H.S., F.B.S. Well illustrated.

Second edition ; in paper, price 1/-, by post i/2.
GardenliTg, Open-Air.
An excellent and complete book on the culture of hardv Flowers, Fruit and
Vegetables. By Specialists, and edited hy W. D. Drury, r,E.H.S., F.E.S. Over
'400 pages, and containing 240 illustrations.

Demy 8wo., in cloth gilt, price,bl-, by post 6/5.

Glass, Early English.
Of the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries. A practical handbook for the Collector,
splendidly illustrated, and with a valuable list of auction prices for typical pieces.
By Daisy Wilmer. Seeond edition ; full arovm Zm., in doth gilt, gilt top,

price 6/6, bypost 6/9.

Glues and Cements:
Becipes for Adhesives, Cements and Fillings suitable for everyday Workshop Op-
•erations, and their properUse. An invaluable handbook which should bein every
Workshop. By H. J. S. Cassal (author of " Workshop Makeshifts," &c., »c.;
Illustrated. Jn paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Goat, The Book of the.
The recognised standard book on the subject, by H. S. Holmes Pegibr, H< n.

Secretary of the British Goat Society. A complete work containing full particulai-s

of the various Breeds of Goats and their Profitable Management. Well illustrated.

Fourth edition, completely revised ; in cloth gilt, price 6/-, bypost 6/4.

Goat-Keeping for Amateurs.
Describing ihe Selection, Breeding, and Practical Management of Goats for Milk-
ing purposes ; with a chapter on the Prevention and Treatment of some Diseases.

By H. S. Holmes Pegler (Hon. Sec. B.G.S., Author of "The Book of the Goat.")

Illustrated. ^ew (Second) edition ; in paper, price 1/-, ty post 1/2.

Golf Swing, The Simplicity of the.
Explaining that important point—the secret of free and comfortable action, with
suggestions for putting the idea into practice. A handy little book, the right size

for the pocket. By " A. P. Layer."
F'cap 3co, in cloth, rounded comers, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Grape Groiwlng for Amateurs.
A thoroughly practical book on successful Vine Culture ; with lists of varieties, de--

tails of management, and treatment for.pests and diseases. By E. Molyneux,
V.M.H TllustJ Ited. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2-

All Books are Net.
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Greenhouse Management for Amateurs.
A full and practical guide piving jusfc the information desired on Greenhouses ar.4

Frames, the best Plants, with general and special cultural directions, and all other
necessary information. By W. J. May. With 150 illustrations in the text or as
plates.

Fifth edition ; revised, large post Sao, in cloth gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.

Greyhound, The.
Its Historyj Points, lireedin^. Rearing, Training and Running, with a chapter on
Common Diseases and Parasites. By Hugh Dalziel ; revised throughout by J.

Maxtbe (author of "British Terriers," &c.), with the assistance of T. Beaumont
RIXON, the well known Trainer and Runner. Illustrated.

^ Second edition ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Guinea Pig, The:
The History, Varieties, Breeding, and Diseases of the Domestic Cavy, and its
-management for Food, Fur or Fancy. By C. Cumberland, F.Z.S. Illustrated.

In paper, price 1/-. by post 1/2 ;

Also in cloth gilt, with coloured fro'ntispiece, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Jlandnrritlng, Character Indicated by,
A practical treatise, showing how Personality is reflected in, and may be " read "

from, the characteristics of Handwriting; with illustrations taken from autograph
letters of Statesmen, Lawyers, Soldiers, Ecclesiastics, Authors, Musicians,
Actors, and other persons. By ROSA Baughan.

Second edition, revised ; in doth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9,

Hansrk Moths, The Book of British.
Collecting, Breeding, and preparing for the Cabinet specimens of the Sphingidoc—
the most noble and interesting of all our Moths. 'With detailed descriptions of all
the species. Copiously illustrated from the Author's own exquisite drawings from
Nature. By W. J. Lucas, B.A. (Author of "Boot of British Butterflies."
"British Dragonflies," Ac). j„ cloth gilt, price 3/5, by pott 3/9.

Heraldry for Amateurs..
A practical guide for Beginners, and a handy reference book for others. With a
" Dictionary of Terras," and concise directions for the tracing of Pedigrees. By
J. S. MILBOUBNE. Profusely illustrated. /« Ooth gilt, price lib, by post 3/9.

Jlorse Buying and Management.
A practical handbook for the guidance of Amateurs in Buying a Horse—describing
what to look for and what to avoid—with instructions as to Feeding and Groom-
ing a Horse, and its management generally. By Henry E. Fawcus. Illustrated.

In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Horse-Keeper, The Practical.
A complete guide to all who have to do with Horses, whether as Owners, Pur-
chasers, Breeders, Trainers, Managers, or Attendants. ISy George Fleming,
C.B., LL.D., F.R.C.V.S., late Principal Veterinary Surgeon of the British Army.and
ex-President of the R.C.V.S. Illustrated with Full-page Plates.

In waterjproof roxine gilt, price 3/6, by post ZflO.

Horse-Keeping for Amateurs.
A practical manual on the ManaKement of Horses, for the guidance of those who
keep one or two for their personal use. Written from twenty years practical—not
merely theoretical—experience, by Fox Russell.

In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2

;

Also in cloth gilt, price 2/-, by post ijTi.

Horses, The Diseases of.
And their Treatment; with a Dictionary of Equine "Materia Medic*." An
invaluable book to have at hand ; for the use of Amateurs. By HuGU Dalziel,
revised by Alex. C. Piesse, M.R.C. V.S.

Second edition, revised throughout ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2

;

Also in waterproof rexine, gilt, price 2/-, by po&t 2/3.

Incubators and Their Management.
A very practical book, giving just that information which is required by an
Amateur running or proposing to run an Incubator. By J. H. Sutcliffe (Author
of " Profitable Poultry Farming," &c.). Thoroughly illustrated.

Sixth edition, revised and enlarged ; in paper, price 1/-, by post l/Z

All Books are Net.
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Sntensive Culture of Fruit and Yegetables
on the French System. A cumprehensire guide to the intensire cuUivatinn of
Vegetables, Saladings and Fruit as carried on by the Maraichers of France and
by which a gross return of £700 per acre has been made. Illustrated. By the
recognised authority, Mons. P. Aquatias (French Gardener to A. J. Molyneijx.)

DcmyZvo, in waterproof rexine, gilt, price 3/6, by pout 3/10.

Jin-Jltsa
And other Methods of Self-Defence. An admirably clear exposition of the most
effective methods of defence against bodily assault comprised in the Japanese art
of Jiu-Jitsu. With a section specially adapted for Ladies. By Percy Long-
HUESX (Author of " Wrestling.") Profusely illustrated from pbotosjraphs.

In paper, price 1/-, by pout 1/2.

Journalism, Practical.
How to enter thereon and succeed. With details of Literary Remuneration, Hints
on Proof Correction, (So. A book addressed to Literary Beginners. Jiy John
Dawson. Second edition ', in paper, price 1/-, hy post 1/2.

Kennel Management, Practical.
The Physiology of the Dog, the Breeding, Feeding and Management of Dogs for

the Show-Bonuh, the Field, or as Companions By well-known Specialists, under
the Editorship of W. D. Drury With a chapter on Diseases and their Treatment
by A. C. PiESSE, M.R.C.V.S. Splendidly illustrated. A companion volumd to

"British Dogs," (q.v.i

Dermy Svo, bevelled hoards, in cloth gilt, price 10/6, by post 11/-.

JLace, S. History of Hand-Made.
The origin, manufacture and care of Lace, the Growth of the great Lace Centres,

and the methods of Distinguishing the various kinds. By MRS. P. Wkvill
Jackson. F.xquisitely illustrated with 19 Plates and over 200 Engravings of

Laces and their application to Dress.
_ , ,, .„ .,0,1. ,io«Crown Uo, m cloth gilt, prtce 18/-, by post 18/6.

Edition de Luxe, on large paper, containing 12 specimens of Eeal Lace—

a

splendid volume. In, full leatlier, gilt, price £4 4 0, Sy post £4 5 0.

ia-wn Tennis, Lessons In.
. j . , , ,

A new method of study and practice for acquiring a good and sound stvle of play.

A hook for the Average Player, and, above all, for beginners. By Eustace H.

Milks, M.A. Illustrated. 2'hird edition, revised ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

H-awn Tennis, Secrets of. „ . .^,_ , u . T^ .. j
A useful guide to the Play ot Lawn Tennis, with special chapters on Diet anil

Training, and general Tennis To|jic3. By the well-known player, F. W. Payn
i(Author of "Tennis Topics and Tactics," &c.).

. ,„nn^ 7«. clnth nilt. vnce 2/6. bv r>ost 2/10.-

T^avnx Tennis, Secrets of.
"-

-
^•-- -" ^ ~,wn Aennis,

|jic3. By tt

,ctics," &c.).
In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2flO.-

Ziawn Tennis Topics and Tactics. „ j j, „
Kenreseniing the Gleanings of Twelve reasons and of a Hundred pnd Twenty

TouiTiaments concerning the Science of Lawn Tennis. By F. W. Pay.v. B.A
,

IL M. With 57 full-page Plates of Tennis Positions from photographs specially

taken'for this work. In doth gilt, price 6/-, by postbfii

Ciavlnd Hens, Hoinr to Keep.
. , , ., j- ..^,_

And to rear Chickens, in large or small numbers, m absolute confinement, with

perfect success. By Major G. F. Morant. A cle.r exposition of a practical

scheme of management. In paper, price bd., by post Id.

A en'l'e'n^W ^'"onae Structure, Varieties, and Life history of all Lizards found

3n the British Isles, and their Local Distribution. Very well illustrated with 23

fSlfilge Plates from photographs by Douglas English and others. By Gerald

R I a^GHTON M.D.. F.E.S.E. (Author of "British Serpents," &c.).

!'''°'°tV^\n^d'*f,?t^oida"Tork^7TX wurcards, Coins, Balls and Eggs.

LKe ch e?s. Ac"^, wifh r nnmbe'r of Miscellaneous Tricks. By Henry

g^?xrand ADRIAN- Plate. With 2^0 iUust^rations.
.^ ^^^^_^^ ^^^_ ^^ ^^^^ ^^_

All Books are Net.
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Margueterle Staining.
Including Vernia Martin, Certosina, Oil and Water Gilding, Polishing and Var-
nishing ; descriptions of all Tools required and their use. By L. V. Fitzgerald.
Illustrated with coloured plates, besides numerous engravings of Designs, &c. in
the text. Second edition, enlarged ; demy Qvo, in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Marqaeterie 'SSTood-Stalning for Amateurs.
A practical guide to the very pretty art of Wood-staining in imitation of Inlay,
A handy book, clearly written. By Eliza TuiiCK. Profusely illustrated.

In paper., price 1/,, ijty po&t 1/2.

Mice, Fancy.
Their Varieties, Breeding and Management. Entirely new (Fifth) edition, re-

written and brought thoroughly up-to-date.
[_ ^^ ^Ae Press,

Model 'S'aclits and Boats.
A thoroughly practical book on 'the Theories and Practice of Designing, Building
and Sailing Modi"! Boats. By J. DU V. Grosvenoe. With about 120 illustrations
of Designs and Working Diagrams. /„ clothgiU, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

iMonkeys, Pet.
The Choice and Purchase of a Monkey, Cages and their Fittings, Feeding, and
their General Management under all conditions ; with a chapter on the Monkey
Ailments. By Arihub H. Pattekson, A.M.B.A. Fully illustrated.

Second edition, revised ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Motorist's and Cyclist's Route Map i

of Ehgland and Wales. (Shows clearly all the Main, and most of the Cross Boada,
Railroads, and the Distances between the Chief Towns, as well as the' Mileage
from London. In addition to this. Routes of Thirty of the Most Interestinsi Tours
are printed in red. The map is printed on specially prepared vellum paper, and is
the fullest, handiest, and best tourist's map on the .market.

fourth edition ; in cloth, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Motor Tourists' A.B.C., The British.
A revised edition of this well-known Road-Book ; with an alphabetical Eat of the
Towns and Villages of Great Britain and Ireland, showing principal Hotels,
Repairers, &c. With 50 specially-prepared Maps.

In cloth, or waterproof rexine, price 1/-, by post 1/3

;

In leather, gilt, gilt edges, price 5/-, by post 4/5.

Mountaineering, Welsh.
A simple and practical guide to the whole of the Welsh Mountains on the lesser
known routes amongst which the scenery is often as magnificent as in Switzerland.
By Alex. W. Perbt. With numerous Maps.

SmaUpost Qvo, in clothgiU, price 2/6, by post 2/^
Mushroom Culture.
The successful growing of Mushrooms in Houses, Shedis, Cellars and Boxes, a.s
well as in Beds in the open. A useful book on a -neglected but easily-raised
Vegetable. By W. J. May. Illustrated.

Second edition, revised ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

JTeedlemrorlc, The Dictionary of.
A handsome and invaluable reference work upon Ar-tistic, Plain and .Fancy
Needlework. With full details of all stitches employed, materials, methods of
working, meanings of technical terms, &c. By S. F. A. CADLPiiiLD and B. C.
Saward. With over 800 illustrations besides TO full-page Plates.

Second edition ; demy Uo, in cloth gUt, price' 21/-, by post 21/10.

Orchids: Their Culture and Management.
A handsome and essentially practical volume, of the greatest value to the
grower. Containing detailed cultural directions, with lists of Hybrids and
their recorded parentage. By W. Watson, revised by Henry J. CHAPMAN.one of
theiinest growers and judges in the Kingdom. Beautifully illustrated with 180
engravings and 20 coloured plates. Third edition, revised and enlarged

;

Full demy 8vo, in cloth, gilt,/gilt top, pHce 25/-,'6j/ po««,2S/5.

Painting, Beoorative.
De.'icribing how to Paint and Etch upon Textiles, Potteryjind Porcelain, Paper
Vellum and Leather, Glass, Wood, Stone, Metals and Plaster for Decorative
purposes. By B. 0. Sawabd. Illustrated. /„ cloth gUt, price 3/6, by post 5/9,

All Books are Net.
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Palmistry Modern.
An explanation of the Principles of Palmistry as practised to-day, describing thesigniflcanoiesof Markings, and how to "read" Hinds. By I. Oxenford (Authorof Life Studies in Palmistry "). With numerous illustrations by L. Wii,kTns

Second edition ; in papa-, price X'-, by post 1/2.

Paper Work, Instructive and Ornamental.
S;nH^.'""'n

^°.°^.°" ^fP«' H'lo'™' Making for decoration or as an aid to Nature.Mudy. Consistins of a graduated course of Paper Folding and Cutting as an
nstriic|tive and pleasant occupation for Children of all ages, ijy Mm L Walker(Head Teacher, L.C.O. School.) Fully illustrated throughout

About crown Uo, in cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10.

Parcel Post Dispatch Book (registered)
An invaluable book for all who send Parcels by Post. Authorised by the Post
Office. Provides 99_ Gummed Address Labels, Certificates of Posting, andBecords of Parcels dispatched. Larger Books supplied by arrangement. Where
the Sender holds a Certificate of Posting he may, under certain restrictions,
obtain compensation from the G.P O up to £2 for loss or damage to the parcel.

Price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Parrakeets, Popular.
An excellent manual, describing the chief species and their breeding and mauage-
ment by Amateurs, By W. T. Greene, M.A., M.D., F.Z.S., &c. (Author of
'•Tavourite Foreign Birds," "Diseases of Cage Birds," &c.). With 8 full-page
Plates and other illustrations. jr„

^^^^^^ ^.^^ y_^ ^^ ^^^^ j^2_

Parrot, TIio Grey,
And how to Manage it. Describing its Life in the Wild state, and its Cages,
Feeding and Diseases in Ca,ptivity. By W. T. Greene, M. A., F.Z.B., &c. (Author
of " Favourite Foreign Birds," " Popular Parrakeets," Ac).

Second edition ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Patience, Games of.
A justly popular book, with illustrated descriptions of 173 different games for one
or more players. By M. Whitmore Jones. Series I. , 39 games ; Series 11, 34
games ; Series IIL, 33 games ; Series IV., 37 games ; Series v., 30 games.

Each, in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.
The jive bound together in one volume, in cloth gilt, price 6/-, by post 6/4.

In full leather, solid gilt edges, price 10/6, by post 10/11.

Patience, Ifew Games of.
Describing and illustrating with great clearness Forty-five of the best and newest
Games not included in the above work. By M. Whitmore Jones (Author of
' Games of Patience.") Full demy 8vo, in cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post S/U

Pedigree Fecord, The.
Part I. of "The Breeders" and Exhibitors' Record," by W. K. Tadnton, for the
registration of particulars concerning pedigree stock of every description.

Demy 8vo, in cloth gilt, price 1/6, by post 1/9.

Perennials, Hardy, and Old-Fashioned Garden flowers.
Describing, with full practical cultural directions, over 270 desirable plants for
Borders, Kockeries and Shrubberies—both for Foliage and Flowers—and including
all the favourite old-world perennials. By J. Wood. Profusely illustrated.

In cloth gUt, pr:ct 3/6, by post 3/10.

Philatelic Terms, A Dictionary of,
A useful Reference Book, giving the Values of Foreign Currencies, Meanings
of Surcharges, Variations of Paper, Methods of Printing, and other matters of
practical Value and Interest to Philatelists. Profusely illustrated.

F'cap Svo, in cloth gilt, price 1/6, by post 1/9.

Photo Printing:
Describing fully most of the Papers and processes now in use ; the leading varieties

of P.O.P. (Gelatino-Chloride, Collodio-Chloride, Albumenised, Self-toning Papers,
i&c). Bromide, Carbon, Platinotype and Gas-light Papers. Being a revised edition

of "Popular Photographic Printing Processes." By Hector Maclean, F.B.P.S,

Illustrated, Second edition; in paper, price y-,by post 1/2-

All Books are Net.
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Pbotograpliy, Modeiii, tov Amateurs.
A complete and practical little volume of the greai«st use to all Photographers
except tboae advanced in the Art. By J. Eaton Ekakn, completely revised and
brought up to date by C. Wilborne Pipjsa.

Sixth edition, revised and enlarged ; in paper, price 1/-, iy post 1/2.

Pianos, Tuning and Repairing.
The Amateur's Guide to the yelectlon and practical Management of a Cottage or
Grand Piano without the intervention of a Prolessioual. A simply-written bub
moat useful manual. By Charles Babbington.

Third edition, revited and enlarged in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Picture-Frame Making.
A practical handbook oil mailing all kinds of Frames, of Bamboo, Plain, Fretwork,
•or Ca.rved Wooil. Leather, &c., suitable for Paintings, Drawings, Photographs, or
fiingravings. 1^> Jaues LUKIM, B.A. Well illustrated.

in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Pig, The Book of The.
A complete and authoritative work on the Varieties, Selection, Breeding, Feeding
and Management of the Pig ; the treatment of its Diseases ; Slaughtering, and the
production of Hams, Bacon, and other Pork Foods, &c., &c. With numeious illus-
trations of Typical animals, Model Piggeries and Appliances. By Pkofessor
James Loag.

Second edition, revised throughout ; large post 8uo, in -waterproof rexine,
gilt, price 6/6, by post 6/10.

Pig Breeding and Feeding, Profitable.
A really practical and clearly written book, on the taming of Pigs—whether one
feeeps many or few—to profitable account. By Thomas Allen (author of "Small
Farming that Pays," iSco.); with a chapter on Diseases by Harold Lebnet,
M.K.C.Y.S. Well illustrated. j„ (,;otA gUt, price Zjb, by post 3^0.

Pig-Keeping, Practical.
A manual for Amateurs, based on personal experience, in Breeding, Feeding and
Fattening; also in Buying and Selling Pigs at Maiket Prices. By R. D. Garratt.

New (Third) edition, revised ; in paper, price II-, by post 1/2.

Pigeon-Keeping for Amateurs.
Detailed descriptions of practically all varieties of Pigeons, both European and
Asiatic, th^ir Breeding and Management. By James C. Lyell (author of " Fancy
Pigeons "). Well illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2;

In cloth gilt, price 2/-, by post 2/3.

Poke? VTork.
Including Coloured Poker Work and Relief Burning. A practical and complete
guide to the process ; with very numerous illustrations of Tools, Designs, articles
fsuitable for orrmmentation, dl^c, some in colour.

Fifth edition, revised and enlarged ; demy Boo, in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Polishes and Stains for IBToods,
A comtilete guide to all methods of Polishing Woodwork, with directions for
Staining, and full information for making the Stains, Polishes, &c., in the most
satisfactory way. By David Denning. /„ paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Pool, Games of.
A handy book for Billiard Players, describing fifteen of the best English and
American Pool Games, and giving the Rules in full. By C. Compton Moore.
ailuswated. /„ paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Postage Stamps and their Collection.
A practical guide for all Collectors, on Stamps specially worth looking for, with
chapters on Postal-Fiscals, Reprints and Forgeries, Postmarks, Surcharges, &c
By Oliver Fikth, Member of the Philatelic Societies of Bradford, Leeds and
London. With 400 illustrations. /„ oi„y, ,jiit, price Zjb, by post 2A0.
Postage Stamp Perforation Gauge, The Benham.
Every Staoip Collector should have one. Gives Perioi-ations I'om 7J to 15
inclusive, with a 4cm. scale accurately marked in Millimetres. Made in polished
.Brass ; lirm to handle and a convenient size for the waistcoat pocket.

Price V, by post l/L

AH Books srs Net.
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Postmarks of the British Isles, The History of the Early,
From their introduction down to 1840 ; with tables showing the various rates ot
postage from 1660 onwards. Containing 579 facsimile illustrations. Compiled
chiefly from official r>-cords, by John Q. Hendy, late Curator of the Kecorii
Room, General Post Office. j„ ^i^^^ g^t, price 3/6, iy post 3/9,

Pottery and Porcelain, English.
A very full and practical guide for the Collector, giving the characteristics of the
chief wares, factory marks, and some present-day value for typical pieces. Iland-
Bomely illustrated. By the Rev. B. A Downman, revised by Aubrey Gunn.

Fifth edition, enlarged ; in cloth gilt, price bib, by post bfiO.

Poultry and Egg Farming at Home.
A practical work, describing the most suitable Breeds and their Management, and
showing how Eggs and Poultry may be produced for Home Consumntion with
very little expenditure of time or money. By W. M. Elktn(iton (Author of
"Poultry for Prizes and Profit," Third edition; Editor of "The Small-Holder's
Handbook," &c.). Illustrated. In paper, price l/-, by pott l/Z.

Poultry-Farming, Profitable.
nesoribing the Breeds, and Methods of Management that give the best results,

and pointing out the mistakes to be avoided. With chapters on Profit and Loss.
' Marketing, &c. By J. H. SUTCLIFFE (Author of '* Incubators and their Manage-
ment," &c). In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Poultry for Prizes and Profit.
A completely up-to-date and practical guide to the Breeding and Management of

Poultry for Exhibition or IJLility. By Prop. James Long ; revised throughout by
W. M. Elkingtok. Magnificently illustrated.

Third edition ; in cloth gilt, price 6/-, by post 61^.

Also in Two Divisions :

Poultry for Prizes.
A standard work on the Points, Breeding and Management of Exhibition Stock.

With excellent illustrations, including reproductions from actual Feathers of

Exhibition Birds, showing Marking.s most to be desired for Prize Specimens.
Third edition ; in cloth gilt, price 3/-, by post 3/3.

Poultry for Profit.
The Incubation, Bearing and Management of the Utility Breeds of Poultry, with

chapters on Marteting; the Treatment for Diseases and Parasites, &c. Ex-
ceUently illustrated. Third edition ; in cloth gilt, price 3/-, by post 3/5.

poultry Incubators. See under ' Incubators.'

Poultry Keeping, Popular.
^ ,, . t, ,^ . ,. ,

A practical and complete guide to Breedmg and Keeping Poultry for Eggs or for

the Table: with a Chapter on the Diseases of Poultry. By F. A. Mackenzie,

revised with additional matter and illustrations, by W. M. Klkington (Author

of "Poultry for Prizes and Profit," &c.). VVell illustrated. . ,, ^
Fourth edition, enlarged ; m paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Press IBTork for Women.
A practical guide to the Beniuner : What to Write, how to Write it, and where to

Send it; with chapters on Proof Correcting, Remuneration, &a. By Frances H.

Low. * ^n paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Print Bestoration and Picture Cleaning. ^ , ^. _, . ^

A very valuable and practical work, with chapters on Defective Prmts-removmg

Varnish «nd Marks, repairing holes, &c.-Fakes Reprints, and Beproduetions

;

Wa™ r-colour Drawings f and OU-Paintings. By Maurice James Gunn. With Iff

fuU page plates. Full demy 8i)o, in cloth gilt, price b/b, by post b/lO.

Conta"ing f'SUllir'^c^ronffo"t1."*proper Management of Fancy Rabbits in Health

a^dDiSe for Pets or for the MkrkSt. By CHAS. Bayson revised by MeREDITii

FRADD (lite Vice-President, United Kingdom Babbit Club, &c.). "Well illus-

trated. Third edition, revised and enlarged ; in paper, pnee 1/-, by post 1/2

All Books are Net.
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RepoUBS^ VTorlc foi* Aina.teups,
The Tools lequired ; their Working ; Designing! Finishing and Mounting article)

made or-' orna'mented mth Chasing and Kepouss^. A useful manual on this

popular art of beating and engraving ^ decorative designs on thin metal. By
L. L. Haslope. Fully Illustrated. Jn paper, price 1/r, by post 1/2.

Roses for Amateurs.
A thoroughly practical guide^to the selection and cultiTation of the best Boses
for- garden decoration and exhibition. By the Bet. J. Hontwood D'Ombrain
(late Hon. t«c. Nat. Rose Soc), rensed and enlarged, with a chapter on
injurious Insects and Fungi, by W. D. Dkury, F.B,H.S., F.E.S. Fully illustrated.

Third edition ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Rubber. Para. Rubber in the Malay Peninsula.
Practical information regarding the cultivation of Para Bubber {Bevea
Brasiliensisj, "with estimates of annual expenditure and returns. By. W. F. C.
ASIMONT. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, bj/ post 2/3-

Sailing Tours.
The Yachting Man's guide to the cruising waters of . the English, and adjacent
Coasts ; describing every Creek, Harbour, and Boadatead on the course. Sliould
be in every Yachtsman's and Cruiser's Library. By Frank Cowper, M.A-
{Author of "Yachting and Cruising for Amateurs "). With coloured charts
showing Deep Water, Shoals, and Sands exposed at Low water, with soundings.

Vol, I, The JSast Coast: The coasts of Essex and Suffolk, from the
Tha-mes to Aldborough, Six Charts.

In waterproof. rexine, gilt, price 5/-, 6y post 5/5:

Vol. II. The South, Coast: From the Nore to the Seilly Isles. Twenty-
live Charts. Third edition, completely revised ; iii waterproof rexine, gilt,

price 7/6, by post 7/10.

Vol. III. The West Coast of France: The coast of Brittany, from
L'Abervrach to St. Nazaire and the Loire. Twelve Charts.

In cloth gilt, price 7/6, by post 7/10.

Vol. IV, The West Coast, and the J?a«* Coast of Irela-ndi The
Irish Sea and adjacent waters from Land's End to Mull of Galloway.
Thirty Charts. in cloth gilt, price 10/6, by post 10/10.

(Oveing to the small number of copies now on hand, this volume can only be
supplied in orders for complete sets,]

vol. V. The Coasts of .Scotland and N. B. England down to Aldborough.
Forty Charts. In cloth gilt, price 10/6, by post 10/10.

Sailing. See also under 'Yachting.'

Schools and Training Colleges In Germany.
A valuable work for Students of Education and Educational Methods. By-
Jessie S. Gill, M.A., Dublin (Frances Maiy Bass Memorial Scholar, 1399).

Demy Si», doth gilt, price Ifi, bypost 3/9.

Bea-Flshtng f6r Amateurs.
A practical book on Fishing from Shore, Bocks or Piers ; with a Directopy of
Fishing Stations on the English and Welsh Coasts. Illustrated by numerous
Charts showing the best spots of the Various Kinds of Fish, position of Bocks, <S;c.

By Fbakk. Hudson.
Second edition, revised it enlarged ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Sea Fishing, Practical.
A copiously illustrated and comprehensive guide to all that is worth knowing
concermng the best Tackle, the Varieties of Fish, and the most successful
methods of Sea Angling on our Coasts. With 11 page Plates and numerous
Engravings in the Text. By P. L, Haslope. j„ aoth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/9.

Sea-Iilfe, Realities of.
Describing, from the experiences of a long actual Voyage "before the mast," the
Duties, Prospects and Pleasures of a young Sailor in the Mercantile Marine. By
H. E. ACRAMAN COATE. With 0, preface by J. E. Diggle, M.A.

In cloth gilt, price Z/b, by post Z19.

All Books are Net.
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Seaside Watering Places.
A useful guide to the Holiday Resorts on tlie South and West Coasts of Englan*and Wales, the Channel and Scilly Islands, and the lale of Man, giving fuU par-
ticulars of them and their, attractions. Profusely illu.strated. In two parts

:

IHE boUTH Coast. 86 Places to choose from between Hastings and Pen-
zance, including the Channel and Scilly Islands.

•rHE_ West Coast. 129 Places to choose from between St. Ives and Skin-
burness (Cumberland). Each, in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Sea Terms, A Dictionary of.
An invaluable Reference Book, which should be in the library of all Yachtsmen,
Amateur Boatmen, and others interested in Ships or in the Sea. By A. Anstibd.
Very fully illustrated. j„ ,,„(ft ^at_ ^^^ 5/._ ^y ^^^j 5^4
Sheet Metal, 'Working In.
A useful little book on the making and mending of small articles in Tin, Copper,
Iron, Zinc and Brass. By the IlEV. J. LUKIN, B.A. Illustrated.

Third edition ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/1.

Shonr Record) The.
Parflll.—of "The Breeders' and Exhibitors' Eeoord," By W. K. Taunton, for
the registration of. particulars concerning pedigree stock of every description.

Demy 8wo, in doth gilt, price 1/6, by post 1/9.

Skating Card Booklet.
An easy method of learning Figure Skating, as the.Booklet can be used on the ice.
By W. Ceosley. Illustrated throughout. Of a convenient size for carrying in
the hand. j„ paper, price 1/-, by post 1/a

Small-Holder's Handbook, The.
A concise but complete and clear work on the management of Farm and Garden
Crops, Dairy I'attle, Sheep, Pigs-, Poultry, Bees, &,e., for proHt. By W. M. Elkjno-
TON, assisted by Specialists, fully illustrated.

Large post Qvo, in cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/9.

Solo larhist.
A complete guide to the principles and play of the game, its whys and wherefores.
Clearly taught, by reason instead of by rule, on the same popular lines as
"Bridge" and "Scientific Whist," and by the same Author, C. J. Melkose.
With illustrative hands in colour. j„ aoth gilt, price Z/d, by post 3/10.

Sporting Books, Illustrated
and their values- A descriptive survey of English illustrated works of a Sporting
character ; with an Appendix on Prints relating to Sports. By J. Herbert
Slater (Author of "Engravings and their Value,'" <Sc.) Many a valuable old
book or print has been thrown away for want of just such information as this

work gives. in cloth gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/*.

S^irimming for laTomen and Girls.
An instructive, easily understood and practical manual ; with special chapters on
Dresa and Training by a Lady Champion Swimmer. Splendidly illustrated from
photographs By OLIN Hamilton. jn paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Taxidermy, Practical.
A complete guide to the Amateur in Collecting, Modelling, Preserving and
Setting-up Birds, Mammals, Fish, Reptiles and Insects. By Montagu Browne,
E.Z.S., Late Curator of Leicester Museum. Illustrated throughout.

Second edition, enlarged; in cloth gilt, price 7lb, by post 7/lOj

Tennis, &£ «rs(i«r " Lawn Tennis.

"

Terriers, Britlsh-
A comprehensive book on the most popular of all Clas-ises of Dogs : their Breeding,-

Management and Training for Show or Work. IJy J. Maxtee (Author of

"Popular Dog-Keeping " ; Editor of "British Dogs," i&c, &c.). drhoroughly

illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 3/-, by post 3/3.

Also in Two Parts :

Terriers, English and liirelsh.

Describing in -i very practical manner and in detail the various Breeds, their TJsen

Points and Show Preparation. An excellent book for the Dog-lover. Well

illustrated. In paper price 1/-, by post 1/2.

An Books are Net.
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Terriers, Scotch and Irish.
Their History, BreeJiiig and Mariafrement ; with specially valuable chapters o»
the H'lusing, Training and Minor Siaeases of Terriers in general. Well illu*

trated. Jn paper, price 1/-, by post 1/a

Tomato Culture for Amateurs.
Dealing with its propagation ; cultivation in the open and iinder glass; vegetable
and animal pests; varieties; and market in°:. By B. C. Eavensckoft. Illnstrated.

Third edition ; in paper, price 1/-, by pout 1/2-

Trapping, Practical.
Traps and Trapping for Vermin, with directions for general Trapping and Snarina
Birds, and Catching Rabbits, Eats, Tats, Otters, &c. By W. Carnegie (" Moor-
man"—author of "Practical Game Preserving") Illustrated.

Third edition, revised aTid enlarged ; in pamper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Tricks that Anyone Can Do.
A collection of interesting and amusing Tricks, such as with Matches, Pape^, &c.,
not requiring a knowledge of "Sleights" and el. borate apparatus; with simple-
but very good Amateur "Stage" Tricks. By Morley Adams. Illustrated.

In paper, price 1/-, by post l/2i

Tuning and Repairing Pianos. See under "Pianos."

Yamp, How to.
A practical guide to extempori.sing an accompaniment to any Song; for the nn*
skilled Musician. With examples. By J. F. Kowbotham.

In paper, price %d., by post lOd,

Ventriloquism, Practical.
A thoroughly reliable guide to acquiring the Art of Voice Throwing; with direct-

ions for Vocal Mimicry, Vocal Instrumentation, Ventriloqual Figures', Entertaining,
&c. By UOBEKI GANTiiONr. ISumerous Illustrations.

In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2,

Violin School, The Practical,
for Home Sttidents. Instructions and Exercises in Violin Playing, for the use o5
Amateurs, Self-Learners_, 'feachers and others. With a Supplement on "Easy
Legato Studies for the Violin." By J. M. Fleming.

Demy 4io, in cloth gilt, price 9/6, by post 10/2.'

Violins, 'Cellos, &c.. Adjusting and Repairing.
A very practical and clearly-written handbook, which should be in the Hands of all.

Players, describing the Restoring of all imperfect or damaged Instruments. By
AnriiUK BROADLEY. Illustrated. In paper, price l/-, by post 1/2

Vivarium, The.
Its Conatturtion, Arrangement and Management. The varieties of Tortoises,
Lizards, Snakes, Frogs, Newts, &c., most suitable a^ pets, and how to keep them*
satisfactorily^ in confinement. By the Rev. G. C. Bateman (Author of "Fresh-
water Aquaria "). Beautifully illustrated. /„ cloth gilt, price 7/6, by post 7/10

'War Medals and Decorations
Issued to the British Naval and Military Forces from 1538 to 1910. The standard
work. A guide for Collectors. By D. Hastings Irwin. With 18 plates giving:
60 facsimile illustrations of Medals, Bars and Crosses, besides engravings in th&
text. jFourth edition, corrected and enlarged ; in cloth gilt, price 15/-, by post 15/5i

larelsh Mountaineering. Sea under ' Mountaineering."

TiiSfhlppet or Race-rlog, The.
How to Breed, Bear and Train the Whippet for Races or for Exhibition ; the-
Management of Kace Meetings, with original Plans of Courses. By Feekmar
LLOYD. Illustrated. j„ p^iMr, price 1/-, by post 1/2-

Whist, Solo. See under 'Solo AVhist.'

Whist, Sciientiflo.
A (>ractical book, giving clearly the reasons why of the play, and thus proving o{
particular value to players. With illustrative hands in colours. By C. J. MELROSE,
(Author of "Bridge," "Solo Whist," &c.). j„ cloth gUt, price 3/5, by post 3/10'

All Books are Net.
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mrildfowling, Practical.
A complete guule to the Art of the Fowler—the Ontfit and Accessories required,
all information as to Decoying, Srall^ing and Shooting, and with full descriptions
of the various birds usually met witn. By W. T. Fallon. Profusely i lust rated.

Second edition, revised and enlarged ; in waterproof rexine, gilt,

price 6/-, by pout 6/4.

Window Ticket VTrltlng.
Mixiujsand using ihe various Inks, Colours, Vamishps, &c., required; Stencilling
and Litho Pi-intina: as applied to Ticket Writing ; Cuttini^.out and BackinK-up
Transpai'encies ; Writina: on Glass ; Japanning on I'm, &c. A book especially
written for the use of Learners and Shop Assistants. By Wm. C. Scott. Illus-
trated. /„ i,aper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Wood Capvlng for Amateurs.
The Tools and mo.st suitable Woods for Carving, and how to produce all Varieties
of Carvings, including; Chip Carving. A very practical bi>ok, fully Illustrated
with a large number of eniravinga of Tools, and Designs for Carving. Edited and
revised by David Denmng. Second edUion ; in paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Workslioii Makeshifts.
Eeally practical hints and suggestions to the Amateur for overcoming workshop
difficulties : Including the making of a Lathe, and Tools for Wood or Metal
Working. By H. J. S. CasSAL (Author of "Glues and Cements," *' Simple Forge
Work,"&o.). Fully illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 219

\7restling.
In the Catch-Hold and Grseco-Roman Styles. A practical handbook on the
Sport, with lucid desc iptions and excellent illustrations. By Percy Longhukst
(Winner, Light-weight Competition G.G.S., 1899 ; Author of "Jiu-jitsu ")

In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2-

"Wrestllng. fi'eeaiso "Jiu-jitsu."
Vaclitlng and Cruising for Amateurs.
Clear and very practical directions upon all matters connected with Fore-and-aft
Sailing Boais; with detailed suggesed Cruises rount! the British and adjacent
coasts. A book for every Crnisfr-r's library. By Frank Cowper (Author of
*' Sailing Tours," Ac, Ac). Profusely illustrated.

Large post 8wo, in waterproof rexine, gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.

Yachting, See also under "Bout Sailing" and "Sailing."

AH Books are Net.

THE PAPER FOR
PRIVATE PERSONS

to SELL, BUY, or EXCHANGE
any article of private property

Quickly, Easily and Cheaply, is

The Bazaar, Exchange & Mart
(Established 4:4: years).

Private Advts. Id. for 3 words, minimum 4d.

Every issue contains a fund of useful and interesting information.

Price 2d. at all Newsagents.

Offices: Bazaar Buildings, Drury Lane, London.



WHAT ARE YOUR
HOBBIES ?

DO YOU KEEP DOGS, POULTRY,
- CANARIES, OR A PARROT? —

If so, would you like to know exactly the

food and medicine they require to keep

them in perfect health ? Yes ! Then write

to Spratt's Patent Limited, 24/25, Fen-

church St., London, E.G., for one of their

handbooks on Dogs, Cage Birds or Parrots,

prepared especially for your guidance.

THEY'RE FREE. WRITE TO-NIGHT.

Next time, ask your Tradesman for

SPRATT'S
DOG CAKES
PUPPY BISCUITS
BIRD SEEDS
PARROT FOOD
CHICKEN and
POULTRY FOODS

Be sure you specify,

"SPRATT'S"
When purchasing for your Pet.

SPRATT'S PATENT Ltd.. 24/25 Fenchurch St., LONDON, EC.
L. UPcoTT GiLU London a CoiiNTv PniNTiNa works, Onunr LArte. w.c.






